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“Values are to people what roots are to trees. Without roots, trees fall when they are
thrashed with the winds of the pampas. Without values, people fall when they are shaken by the

gales of existence.” — Carlos Reyles, 19th century Spanish author

Like this very way our principles, values, or beliefs are the lens through which we see the world. We
then find the evidence and examples to prove our point of view. Therefore Basically, values are a set of

positive or negative beliefs that determine what we like and what we dislike. Values are something we really
want and so cause us to take action, or something we really want to avoid and so move away from; that means

that they are the primary source of our motivations

BLOG
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3 Values that shape me

1) Knowledge : Knowledge is an  understanding that gives you wisdom , information, facts, skills,
through learning and experiences in life. It is something that is a very wide concept and has no bound .like
this very way it made me what i am today . It gave us the purpose to make a difference.

Why does it shape me?

Right from birth we are learning and this tenure of learning will be going on until we die .So it becomes
important to get the  proper kind of knowledge that ultimately makes a difference between a gentleman and a
thief. .From the childhood stories of wise men like Chanakya,Aristotle , great monks like swami
vivekananda,Buddha ,great scientists like Apj Abdulkalam ,JC Bose always fascinated me. I always felt that
there was something in them which  made them so different from the rest of us! As time passed by I felt it
more strongly that it is none but “ knowledge” that makes so difference..Even a book full of knowledge can
turn a thief into a man of wisdom .And that is the reason behind putting the value of “ knowledge'' in my list.

Other aspects in  knowledge value:

● It is definitely something that made us Human beings and  the most successful species
on earth

● Knowledge gives us the open mindedness  which can be in any job. , work ,fied
,domain at a given time.

● It always gives us the purpose to learn something new by building on the knowledge
that we have or by  accepting knowledge or information from anywhere we get. It may
be from books, virtual media, friends, etc

● With the power of knowledge we gain the ability to solve any problems in life or
problems in society .

● It impacts our growth which influences everything in our life from relationships to
work.

● It makes us wise enough to independently make our decisions in life which becomes
crucial at many times in our lifetime .

● A strong base of knowledge helps our
brains function more smoothly and effectively
which is a necessity in everyday's life.For
example  when we daily chant mantras we
make a difference because chanting the mantra
and understanding its core value brings an
inner peace and acts as a stress buster.
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● Knowledge brings us personal growth and development which promotes the ability to
change everyday.

● A positive mindset is adopted for every knowledge we gain
● Acquiring knowledge helps us to become a constant learner which helps us to progress

and achieve our goals.
● Now one can generate knowledge in any form. For example when we read texts,stories

it gives an idea about different topics and different views about them
● When we share knowledge we make a communication and this communication is very

much necessary for  understanding each other.
● Knowledge keeps you engaged so if one doesn't like reading, there are other excellent

alternatives to getting your daily dose of knowledge which can be watching
documentaries ,listening to soulful classics, going through the images of an
encyclopedia.

● The more knowledge we have the more power we possess so we should always keep
learning till the last day of our life.

2) DISCIPLINE :Discipline is something that is very essential in every step of our life It is such an
enormous force which keeps us bonded together

Why does it shape me?
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From right childhood we were always taught to become a disciplined gentleman in life..So from right
nursery classes in our school we were told why discipline in life is important and how it shapes to a better
human being.Being obedient I always tried to follow what my elders ,teachers advised me but many times
whenever I tried to unfollow it I learned a lesson.And perhaps such lessons which we got to learn from the
result of our wrong deeds teach us a its importance. And slowly I realized why discipline is such a key value
to shape my life.

Other aspects in Discipline values:

● .Discipline is the organizing of human tasks and objectives so that every human can be
successful

● It is the guide that”s availability directs a person on the right path and determined to his
goal.

● Discipline is more like a staircase by which we achieve success. It helps a person to
focus on his/her goals in life and it helps us not to deviate from the goal.

● Without discipline, life will become dull and inactive which will bring frustrations
before our goal is reached
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● .Discipline changes with the stages of life and priority so it is important to sow the
seeds of proper discipline in an young brain so that when child grows up he/she could
prioritize his work according his needs

● More over it always motivates a person to progress in life and achieve success.and
everyone follow discipline in his/her life in a different form

● It makes things easy for you to handle and ultimately bring success to your life.
● It adds an exceptional dimension to the personality of the individual.
●
● A well disciplined  person always leaves a positive impact on the mind of people

wherever she/he goes
● Besides, it brings perfection in a person's life by training and educating the mind and

body of the person to respond to the rules and regulation, which will help him to be an
ideal citizen of the society.

● A person can only be successful if she/he strictly lives a healthy and disciplined life
which is an obvious thing.

● More over it always  motivates a person to progress in life and achieve success.and
everyone follow discipline in his/her life in a different form

● Above all, discipline helps a person to achieve the success that she/he wants in life.
● If we talk about professional life then, the disciplined person gets more opportunities

than the person who is undisciplined

3) HUMANITY: Humanity is the virtue that is linked with basic love for each other and moral practice
for happiness which is a very basic ingredient of the world.

Why does it shape me?

During my all this growing up years when ever I read books written by swami Vivekananda ,and
personalities like Subhas bose ,Mahatma gandhi, Ishwar chandraVidyasagar  I always felt that all these great
personalities always focused on enriching human lives with love,kindness,rather than wealth ,power .And
more over living among people who are believers of such personalities be it my own family members ,my
teachers always inspired me more to learn about those great men and ‘why they preached humanity as the
ultimate religion?’.  .So gradually I  felt ‘Humanity’ to be a key value in one’s life.
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Other aspects in humanity values :

● Values of humanity make people care and help for others whenever and wherever
possible.

● Only human beings can understand the importance of humanity and it is humanity as a
result of intelligence which actually gives the core essence to human existence

● It is important as it helps us forget our selfish interests at times when others need our
help.

● Humanity is something that ables extending unconditional love to each and every living
being on Earth

● Humanity is paramount, no matter what religion, culture, society, country one  belongs
to, but he/she  always belong to a human community, and humanity is primary for them

● . It  makes one go deep into the root of humankind, a kind that appreciates the existence
of everyone.

● Humanity is the stuff that makes us human and defines the human society,
● As one understands the importance of humanity in day to day life, the purpose for

which we are on Earth is automatically fulfilled.
● Love and kind gestures are the true aspects of humanity and such gestures always keep

each one of us stay away from the cruel side of our society.
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● When we can express our
humanity through love, kindness and
positive interaction with other people, we
become happier, healthier and better
humans.

● Humanitarian gestures such as love
,kindness even help to build a better future
as it gives a good nurture to the mind of a
child.

● When in the present society
everything is becoming so complicated a
kind humanitarian gesture always spreads
positivity to the other person.

● Feelings of love and affection that
present time needs most will only come with
understanding the utmost necessity of
humanity.

● When you show humanity you have
a feel click or a pinch from your inner soul
which you cannot get from something else.

● As I conclude I would only say to any religion one  belongs to he/she must be a human
first , be a human lover ,strive for humanity as every religion teach us humanity and
should share his/her  life with others as life is all about living for others and serving
humanity that is why "No religion is higher than Humanity" .
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Values which shape me 

 
Values are qualities that one considers to be worthwhile and as such, act as the driving force in 

their lives. A person’s values take precedence over other qualities and therefore dictate the 

manner in which an individual may act in particular instances. In my life, I have a number of 

values that I hold dear. 

 

These values are as a result of my upbringing, my principles in life as well as my socialization. 

In this essay, I will tell about three such values which have shaped me what I am today and will 

continue to shape me towards the goal of my life. 

 

1. One of the educational values that are fundamental to me is achievement. This is as a result of 

my belief that what defines me most as a person is my determination to succeed and my desire to 

make a positive contribution to society through my career. Achievement is therefore one of the 

values that is most important to me since in today’s world, achievement and success are mostly 

tied together with educational success. As a result of this, I hold my educational exploits in high 

esteem since education is one of the avenues where one’s determination leads to quantifiable 

success. 

 

2. While modern day living has somewhat lead to degradation of the value of family from what it 

used to be in gone years, I still hold the value of family to be very important in my life. To me, 

one’s family members are the ones who will stand by you no matter the situation and encourage 

you through life’s troubles. While I reckon that family may not always be supportive or as ideal 

as I envision it, in my experience my family is closely knit and always stands up for me. I 

therefore always have my family in mind when making my decisions and consider how my 

actions will affect them. In addition to this, I try seek guidance from members of the family who 

are more experienced than I am before making monumental decisions in my life. 

 

3. It has been argued that honest men and women are a dying breed. This statement holds true in 

our capitalistic society where profits and personal gains are the primary objectives. The means 

by which one goes to achieve success is often overlooked and as such, the ends justify the 

means. 

 

Even in the midst of such an environment, I still hold honesty as one of my core values. Without 

a doubt, this is mostly as a result of my upbringing whereby honest was applauded and 

dishonesty shunned. Also, I have come to realize that when one achieves success through 

honesty, the level of satisfaction that comes with it is truly unrivaled by any other feeling. 

 

In this paper, I have identified some of the values that I hold dear to me. I have also identified 

how this values impact on the choices that I make as well the actions that I take. From this deep 

exploration of my values, I have come to the realization that my values greatly dictate how I treat 

the people around me as well as how I prioritize on matters. I believe that as a result of my 

values, I strive harder to achieve the things that I want in life and as such, I am a better person as 

a result of them. 
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Assignment Name: Values Which Shape me.

R.K.M.V.C.C

• What is Values?

Value is commonly regarded as an economic 
conception. An object is said to have value, if it 
satisfies a human want or desire. 

E.g shelter is good because it saves us from 
inclement weather and wild animals etc… 

I’ve selected 3 values which have shaped me 
today and will continue to shape me towards my 
goal in life……those are :----------

1) Self study

2) Devotion to God

3) Honesty



1. SELF STUDY
 What is self study?

 Self study is defined as something studied by myself without any kind of 
help or supervision by a teacher or a trainer through the person studying 
may take help of some external sources like books, tutorials & encyclopedia
etc.

 Benefits to Shape me:-

I. It is a very important for me to have a clear vision and understanding of 
everything.

II. It helps me to broaden my thinking level.

III. It has more funny and enjoyable than regular teaching.

IV. I can get for self study freedom of learning without any restriction.

V. By it, I can make my own study material.

 How it’s shape me in future:-

 By the self study I have gotten an opportunity to the enthusiastic people to 
go as deeply into my subject and interact to the people actually what I like 
to do.

I hope it will may increase a deeply conception and out 
of knowledge of my study and progress day by day in future life.

2.  Devotion to God
 What is Devotion to God ?

 Devotion are a great way to get closer to God. A devotion is a quiet time 
that I spend praying, reading God’s word and it is reflecting on my 
relationship with him. I may also choose to sing devotional songs, 
meditation of God’s name etc.

 Benefits to Shape me:-

I. It reminds me of my priorities in going life.

II. It reminds me of my calling to love God and love others.

III. It reminds me of what to focus on the rest of my day after finishing the 
essential works.

IV. It helps me how to keep our mind be calm and quite by prayer to God, 
chanting shanti mantras etc.

V. It also help me to know about spirituality of Hinduism and Indian culture.

 How it’s shape me in future:-

 I think God sees me, he hears me and he answer of my prayers. This life can 
be hard, but through trails, the Lord makes us stronger.

I think their grace is one and only expense of path to go 
path in my life and I hope I can able to know  about “Paramatmayan” by leading 
a holy spiritual life in future.

Finally, I am bowing to the Earth at the feet of Sri Sri
Thakur Vagawan Sri Ramakrishna, Holy mother Sri Sri Maa Sarada Devi and Sri 
Sri Swami Vivekanandaji Maharaj.

3. Honesty
 What is Honesty ?

 Honesty is one of the most basic core value. It is an ethical value also. 
Honesty is built by what we say and by what we do. It impacts our entire 
life; our jobs, our relationships, our own feelings about ourselves and the 
actions we perform. It can move us forward and allow us to feel good about 
what we do. 



Benefits to Shape me:-

I. Being an honest person, I can always trust under any 
circumstance.

II. Honesty keeps me out of trouble and any difficult 
situation.

III. Honesty gives me a positive opinion on life and 
others.

IV. It plays a great role in my study along with any other 
essentialities.

V. It gives me the strength to face the world in difficult 
times as “Honesty is best policy”.

 How it’s shape me in future:-

 For the attachment of value honesty in my character, 
in all my relationships it will give me trust to all. Being 
an honest, I will can do faith with me. I hope, it will 
increase my self-respect with myself to forming an 
ideal good character of my live. 
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Values of My Life 

Respect : If you want to be known for treating all human (or living) beings with 
respect, you probably base that respect on something than someone’s rank or 
social status. Otherwise, why would you consider it a priority to treat all humans 
with equal respect — regardless of their age, income, or background? Or why 
would you put more energy into making sure the least exalted among you is 
treated with respect than into making sure others treat you with the same 
consideration. 

 

Trust: 
Trust is a core value on this list because it requires many other difficult skills that 
also help to develop you as a person. 

To be able to trust and be trusted, you need strong relationships, an ounce of risk, 
a healthy dose of vulnerability and a smidge of humility. All of this creates a recipe 
for a very positive life with trust at the centre. 

 

Discipline: 
Discipline will lead you to the life that you want, should you adopt it as a core 
value. 

“Discipline Equals Freedom” is a term popularized by ex-Navy Seal Jocko Willink, 
and what it means is that if you can be disciplined in the right things, you will be 
free in the right things too. Discipline to workout means more freedom in your 
body as you age. Discipline to save means more freedom with your time and 
money in the long-term. And so it goes. 

 

 



 









Values That Shape Me

Name- Ramesh Das
Depertment- Botany
College roll no- 454
Semester- 3rd

Concentration :
● Concentration or one pointed mind is the ability to focus on a single thought or subject.
● If we control our thoughts, we can go through concentrate mind.
● To concentrate we should follow some mind rule

Avoid unusual thinking
Attachment of different things
Love that thing on which we want to concentrate.

My benefit :
● It helps me to avoid unnecessary thoughts which distracted me from gain concentrate

mind. When I try to concentrate on one point I got some distracting elements and I'm
trying to improve myself to get concentrate mind day by day.

Honesty :
● Being truthful to others and also truthful to myself.
● Honesty gives man the strength to face the world in difficult times.
● Honesty developes punctuality and discipline in us.
● The quality of speaking truth makes us confident.

My Benifit :
To achieve the title honesty I am trying with my best with some small steps.

1. Saying when I've had my fair share.
2. Returning something that belongs to others.
3. Correcting a mistakes that benifited me.( When cashier gives me extra money in

change at the market)
Self Control :

● It is the ability to regulate one's emotions, thoughts and behaviour to gate a balance life,
calmness, determination, willpower, confidence.

● Self control can eliminate distracting thoughts and helps us to make a better dicision.
● Self control can be practice by small steps adding some goal and benifits with it.

My Benifit :
● By attending some small steps like- paying attention in class, double checking work,

giving others a chance to talk during discussion, doing work as early as possible,
greetings teachers I've got some self control. I've got some control over my emotions.
Now I'm quite able to take dicisions in stressful situations.
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TOPIC: VALUES WHICH HAVE SHAPED ME 

 

                        Values are basic and fundamental beliefs that help us to 

determine what is important to us. Values describe the personal qualities we 

choose to embody to guide our actions; the sort of person we want to be; 

the manner in which we treat ourselves and others, and our interaction with 

the world around us. 

                        The three values which have shaped me what I am today and 

will continue to shape me towards the goal of my life are stated below- 

 

1. SIMPLICITY: 

                                The benefits of simplicity is that it provides more peace in 

my life. Simplicity assists me in creating clear goals, focusing on my actions 

and getting more done. These factors help me in eliminating the clutter and 

stress produced by undefined goals or purpose. It provides peace and 

tranquility in my life. When I understand and appreciate simplicity, I find a 

sense of joy and contentment that can never be taken away from me. Having 

an abundance of “things” requires time and energy to maintain. Simplifying 

my life by having fewer possessions allows me more time to enjoy what 

really matters in life. 

2. SELF-CONTROL: 

                         Self-Control is an important skill that allows me to regulate 

behaviour in order to achieve me long-term goals. Research has shown that 

self-control is vital for goal attainment. The skill self-control helps me to 

reduce impulsive behaviours, quit bad acts and improve my mental health. It 

also helps me to enhance my decision making capacity. 

3. CREATIVITY: 

                                           Being creative helps me become a better problem solver in 

all areas of my life and work. Creativity helps me to see things differently 

and better deal with uncertainty. It helps me to deal with uncertainty for 

which I can adapt my thinking to allow for the flow of the unknown. A 

creative act such as crafting helps me to focus on my mind. Creativity 

reduces my anxiety, depression, stress and it can also help me process 

trauma. Creativity helps me to be linked with innovation. Creativity 

empowers me to myself and stay true to what I love. 
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Topic: Values that Shape Me!

ॐ पणू�मदः पणू��मदं पणूा��पणु�मदु�यते
पणू��य पणू�मादाय पणू�मेवाव�श�यत े॥

ॐ शाि�तः शाि�तः शाि�तः ॥

Our actions are the fruits of our inner-beings. So whatever we teach ourselves
will affect our lifestyles at some point. A person with good character can achieve any seem to
unachievable heights at an ease. So culturing and nurturing the qualities of our inner person is
much more essential than only textbook learning. Therefore, with a burning desire to do
something great in life I seek to have expertise on the following values:

(a) Empathy:
                       We all are creatures built up with pros and cons. Therefore, the flaws in our
actions are sometimes inevitable. We should possess empathy for others as everyone is not
always lucky with their state. We mustn't disrespect anyone as all the days will not be beneficial
for us. And uplifting people can elevate our inner selves as well. Attaining the state of our inner
peace is very necessary to stay focused in our works. And with my little experience in life, I
comprehended that possessing empathy for others may lead you to inner peace.

(b) Smartwork:
                          Practical works are more useful than just only ideas. But works are when
performed smartly it becomes more efficient. This is why I truly believe that smartwork can
shape a person's character and makes you humble. As it saves time and makes you productive.
So I try to perform smart work almost every time.

(c) Valuing Time:
                              Everything can be done with perfection if time is utilized properly. And with an
interest to have experience in various types of works I deeply rely on the old proverb, "Time is
Money!" As with effective use of time, we can be more efficient with our works and be more
productive. And our works define our character and mold us to be humble.

Besides these three values, there are great virtues like kindness, critical thinking, eagerness to
develop ourselves, etc. which I try to cultivate as they can shape a person's integrity.
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VALUES THAT SHAPE US

❖ What are values?
Value is commonly regarded as economic conception. An 

object. Is said to have value, if it satisfies a human want 

or desire. All things that satisfy human desires are good 

or have values. Values Are what we view as being 

important and are incredibly Foundational to who we 

are and how we make decisions. Values Not only give us 

guidance but also create parameters for what We find to 

be normal, meaningful and helpful. When we live in 

Alignment with our values, we feel better. There are 

some values (absolute and intrinsic), those cherished me 

and make my life meaningful beyond all differences due 

to time and place.

✓ SELF STUDY: 
It is a learning method where students direct them own 

studying-outside the classroom and without direct 

supervision. It is the first value that makes me an 

independent student.

By practicing self-study, I am encouraged to explore 

further topics in which I am interested and developing 

stronger study skills as a result. The most advantageous 

result which I have got throughout self-study is I can 

take control over my own learning. So, it must be said 

that self-study is the most important value of my life 

That made me. This self-study.



✓ Perfection:

To be more perfect in career or life is an untold target 

of every person. Personally, in my career of education, 

I try to make myself more perfect in studies by 

practice. In the field of life, I try to be a more perfect 

person. I learned how to grow up my sense of 

acceptance. It helped me a lot trying to make myself 

more and more patient and perfect in life. 

✓ TRUTH AND HONESTY: 

Both the words are complementary to each other. 

Honesty is the simplest thing and it develops a Practice 

of speaking truth throughout the life. It must be said 

That honesty implies being truthful. Honesty strengths 

and Improves relationships between people. It helps in 

bringing them closer making a unity in between them. 

This is another Value that shaped me. That a person 

who practices honesty in his life possess strong Moral 

character. There is a very common phrase-Honesty is 

the best policy. Honesty helps me in developing good 

attributes like kindness, discipline, truthfulness, moral 

integrity and more. Honesty removes fear from my 

heart and makes me courageous and confident. Now in 

our very corruption days this is really need for us. 

Though it is a very responsible value that shaped me, I 

always try to main this policy in my life.
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                                        Values Which Shape Me 

Cleanliness:  Cleanliness is next to Godliness. I learnt that to be a good 

human being one should build up a clean soul, body and mind. It is 

also important to live a healthy life. Because it is such a value that 

helps a man to improve personality externally and internally. Since my 

childhood, I have been practicing to clean myself as well as my 

surroundings. Elders always say, the first impression comes from you 

to an unknown person is the appearance so I always a try to maintain 

a clean and gentle appearance to everyone. For that I practice this 

cleanliness routine from cleaning my bed to my dress and my 

character.  

Honesty and Hard work: In the world of 7 billion people very are 

successful in life. They always say hard work and honesty are the most 

valuable character to gain success in life. Hard work makes a man good 

observer as well as good learner. Every successful people say that it is 

good to fail to rise again. And to rise again we must learn from our 

failure. This morality can only take birth when we work hard to fame 

our name. So, I always try to work hard like my parents do.  

Honesty is the ability to speak the truth. And to speak truth we have 

to be fearless. My parents always told me to be honest at the last of 

my breath because I can be a less intelligent student but I have to be 

good student by morality. So, I always try to be fearless to speak the 

truth in every turn of life. 

Kindness: Kindness is defined as the quality of being friendly, 

generous and considerate. Kind is love and love is kind. I always learnt 

from elder to build up a strong character kindness should include in a 

great quantity. I have seen my elder to take part in many welfares 

works. They have always supported the weak and financially less 

upgraded people. so I always try to be kind and helpful to all those 

people who need the most. As we all have hand, we have to turn it 

into helping hand- I believe it very much  
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            The three values which have shaped me what I’m today and will continue to shape me towards 

the goal of my life are discuss below. 

• Honesty :  
        The most important values which makes a pretty powerfull impact in my life 

since my childhood is being honest . Honesty is the best gift I can give , being honest may 

not get me many friends , but it will give me the right ones . But it will pretty hard to 

being honest in every moment in my life as because some particular moment in my life I 

become left behind in try to be honest . But I tried as much as possible to being honest . 

Some time , being honest life gives us so much unconditional surprises and full of joy . 

And in the end I believe that god can see everything . What I’ll be done with honesty and 

justify it . It is known to all that honest heart produces honest action . Thus I put my 

100% for being honest . But it is almost impossible to being honest all the time in my life 

but I’ll try my best and believed that honesty shaped me excellent what I’m today and 

also believe it helps me to reach my ultimate goal in life .  

 

• Strength :  
                   Another one of the most important values passes through my life is strength . 

Actual strength of mine , I realizes when only through continuous efforts and struggle 

over many time . The mental strength is much more important than the physical strength 

. Being brought up in a economically poor family , some-times I just have to die a little 

inside in order to rebon and rise again as a stronger version of myself . In my point of 

view my real strength is checked up when my families are in trouble , it try to break my 

mind , by that from a little from where a sound came in ‘ Yes, only I can do it ‘ . Till now 

I believe that my biggest strength is my positive thought which really help me to 

overcome all the dumb situation and will also helps me in future . 

 

 

• Creativity :   
                            For me creativity is a wild mind and a disciplined eyes and the comfort 

zone is the biggest enemy of my creativity . Since my childhood our teachers and parents 

are tought us to be creative . But to express creativity sometime it falls me in discourage 

whenever I fail to do something new and can not express my creativity . It is very hard to 

be creative in my life , gate out from regular needs of life . But I still try to make an effort 

thus creativity is allowing myself to make mistakes , but one the many time it breaking 

out of the expected patterns in order to look at things in different way from my behaviour 

to my exam answer sheet . Thus it helps me in progress in my life a lot. 





















                                       Values which shape me 

1. Honesty and truthfulness- In this competitive world honesty is 

an essential trait that can differentiate a person from others. It 

is the ability to speak the truth. Trust is won only if we 

continuously remain honest.  

I have learnt the definition of honesty from my family. After 

entering my study life, I have more and more realize the 

important of honesty in life. Not only in study life, honesty is 

essential in all other facets in life. I have personally met some 

persons and learnt from them that how to inculcate honesty in 

our life and get success. From them I have learnt honesty is the 

pillars of success. One fails in the long run in the absence of 

honesty and truthfulness. So, I have tried to be honest and 

truthful honesty in every step.  

2. Kindness and compassion- Kindness is a virtue whose value is 

infinite. Kindness and compassion are traits that include love, 

care and empathy. 

In my life I got a chance to imbibe kindness and compassion. It 

also gave me a chance to novelty of medical practice.  

I have taken the responsibility of supervising the medicines 

needed for the treatment of my ailing grandmother. She is a 

diabetic patient and hypertensive patient and I had the 

opportunity of gathering knowledge about Insulin treatment 

while taking care of her. 

 Kindness inculcates a determination to help others during 

crisis. From my doctor uncle, I have learnt kindness and 

compassion by the way he deals with patients. We should 

always strive to be kind, sympathetic and generous to be good 

human being. 

3. Self sufficiency- As a student I realize that self sufficiency has 

been an essential trait which has helped to shape me. In this 

Covid period, it proved to be rather more essential.  



When I first started my college, it was fully virtual and even 

now it is so. I didn’t know the online class strategy. I have to 

gather knowledge about online classes and that was fully done 

by me as we had no direct interaction with our teachers. As a 

result I had to learn how to organize myself to meet virtually. 

Self study is also a part of self sufficiency. It is a reflection of the 

level of my self confidence.          
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Valuus 1Ohich 3hape Me 
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Topic: Values which Shape me

There are several personal values in my life that shape me. But I will mention only three important values 
that’s are-

1. Discipline.
2. Self Confidence.
3. Patience.

Discipline: I think it is the most under rated value in human’s life but it is so important. Only a well disciplined
person can manage each and every thing efficiently and can grow in his life. This value has streamlined my path.
There is and will be discipline value in the course of my life.

Self Confidence: Self Confidence means you accept and trust yourself and have a sense of control in your life.
Self Confidence is the great value in my life. I know my abilities and weakness. My success mostly depends on
self confidence. It increases faith and help to come back after getting failure. It doesn’t allow give up hope. So
this value will help me to maintain faith in myself , stimulate to do hard work so that I get success and overcome
challenges . As a student I can feel the importance of self confidence.

Patience:  Patience  is  the  one  of  important  value  in  my  life.  Patience  is  the  ability  to  endure  in  difficult
circumstances. To hear the patience it is seen so simple but in reality it is very complicated thing. Achieving such
value is more difficult that we think. Although every body should practice it. It gives me happiness , peace anda
extreme energy for continuing hard work for long term goals. And also it will help me a lot as same in future.
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Topic:- Values which shape me 

 

Now man's sense of values is on the wane and in many cases, it has reduced to a heap of ashes. 

Man has lost, to a great extent, his sense of right or wrong and has turned into a beast of greed for 

immediate gain.  

The three values which have shaped me what I am today and will continue to shape me towards 

the goal of life are stated below.  

First of all, my devotion to my school teacher parents. They have taught me that almost all 

successful persons in the world were devoted to their parents, especially to their mothers. They 

cite the examples of Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Napoleon Bonaparte who reached at the pinnacle 

of success for their unflinching faith and devotion to mothers. Parents are the living God and 

Goddess incarnate and they sacrificed a lot which are beyond measure for their children, especially 

for me.  

I have taken my solemn vow to be true to their teachings and ideals i.e., to be and to make. As long 

as I breathe, I will follow their ideals and stick to what is right in life as they have taught me. 

 

Secondly, to follow the footprints and ideals and teachings of all great men and noble ladies at 

home and abroad to check the erosion of social values. The erosion of social values has bred 

widespread corruption in both private and public life. The students of schools and colleges are 

resorting to many illegal and immortal activities like achieving success by the way of copying 

from unauthorized books and misbehaving with their teachers and assaulting the invigilators. Only 

the moral teachings of the Gita and Upanishads and exponents of them such as Rabindranath, 

Swami Vivekanand, Ramakrishna, Gautam Buddha etc. Can lead us, including me to take the right 

course of action in life. Only this right course of action, so to say, the adherence to honesty, fellow 

feeling, sympathy for the down - trodden people of the society will always keep me alive to their 

problems and my inner urge to stand by them as best as I can. 

 

Thirdly, the principle is not to compromise with anything wrong. Now corruption is rampant in 

every walk of life. A section of people in power along with a number of influential people are 

corrupt and they gain or try to anything as they like by any unfair means to satisfy the devil in 

them. My all -out war to make our society free from any kind of corruption and not to compromise 

with any wrong and unjust like taking or giving bribes for any financial or material gain.  

                  I do believe from the core of my heart that at least these moral values will ever alive in 

my inner entity and I will retain them to fulfil my mission of my life and to be a perfect gentleman 

with high ideals of life having a high sense of moral and ethical values to defeat the monster of 

greed and avarice in me, if any. ‘To be and to make' should be the Gospel of my life. 
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Values Which Shape Me 

 
Values are basic and fundamental beliefs that guide or motivate attitudes or actions. They help us 

to determine what is important to us. Values describe the personal qualities we choose to embody to 

guide our actions; the sort of person we want to be; the manner in which we treat ourselves and 

others, and our interaction with the world around us. They provide the general guidelines for 

conduct. 

Here are some values which I think shapes my personality and perspective of Life: 

1. Honesty:   Honesty is defined as the most significant human value. It is the most exalting trait 

found in a human being for which he will always be praised. It makes me worthy of being trusted 

by my friends, neighborhoods, relatives. Honesty means someone who has no desire to lie, steal, or 

cheat anyone. I think an honest person will always favor the truth. This is synonymous with 

loyalty. 

2. Health and Fitness:   Health and fitness are two terms, where health is something that deals with 

all social, mental, and physical state of body and mind; whereas fitness defines the body. But both 

are interlinked to each other. 

A healthy person is someone who does not have any kind of health issues, has proper body structure 

and is mentally happy. Keeping myself fit and healthy, makes me to do things in a better way 

and also efficiently. 

3. gathering knowledge: Gathering Information describes the process of acquiring knowledge. 

It is not the knowledge itself. When a portion of a story focuses on learning, it is the 

gathering of an education that is of concern, not the education that ultimately has been 

gathered. Gathering Information need not be an academic endeavor. One might learn to 

express one's feelings or learn about love. Gathering Information does not even require new 

information as sometimes one learns simply by looking through old information from a 

different perspective or with a new approach. It is not important if one is learning to arrive at 

a particular understanding or just to gather data. As long as the focus is on the process of 

gaining information or learning, Gathering Information is the operative word. 
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Values which shape me

- Swarnava Hati
Roll no : 455

Botany Department
BSc Botany III Sem

What is Value Education :
Value education is the process by which people give moral values to
each other.

What are morals :
Morals as socio-legal-religious norms are supposed to help people behave
responsibly. Values education can show which morals are "bad" morals and
which are "good".

1. Hard work :
Hard work is always needed with determination to fulfill the goals that I
set for myself.Time and time it has been proved that hard work is the
key to success. Growing up in a Ramkrishna Mission School, the
hardworking nature was ingrained inside us from the very early age of
my life.Swamiji beautifully put it out in the words “ Arise, Awake, and
stop not till the goal is reached.” Going forward in my academic life, it
is very clear that the need for hard work is much needed in the steep
environment of competition. Our respected teachers continuously
remind us of the fact that hard work with well informed decision making
skills will lead us to the road of success.

How it helped me :
1. Not to give up easily
2. To be more determinant in life
3. To be more focused in life



2. Good Education :
Education is an important aspect to become a well informed man.
Malcolm Forbes, publisher of the Forbes Magazine once said “The
purpose of education is to replace an empty mind with an open mind.”
For me good education does not necessarily signify bookish knowledge,
neither Swamiji meant it when he said that the young generation of India
needs to be educated. Good education means to know oneself and his or
her characters and capabilities. Swamiji said “ Education is the
manifestation of perfection already in men” , this signifies that the need
of knowledge of one’s own self is more important to unleash the true
potential. Growing up I was always in hunt for the good values in
education and education helped me to find the good things and to reject
the bad things. Going forward, a good education will help me to
understand the true potential of myself and will make according choices
for the betterment of mine.

How it helped me :
1. To be more appreciative of the situations that are thrown on me
2. To be more self-conscious
3. To be more humble in life

3. Appreciation and Acceptance towards all :
To appreciate and accept every individual as they are and to tolerate all
sorts of people is a value deep rooted in Indian Culture. Studying in
Ramkrishna Mission Schools, where there are students from all around
the country and this helped me to have a wide exposure of the wide
cultural variety of our great country India. There are students from
different segments of the society and we lived together and studied and
played and this really created great bonds between us. Swamiji said
“forget not that the lower classes, the ignorant, the poor, the illiterate,
the cobbler, the sweeper, are thy flesh and blood, thy brothers. Thou
brave one, be bold, take courage, be proud that thou art an Indian, and
proudly proclaim, "I am an Indian, every Indian is my brother." Say,
"The ignorant Indian, the poor and destitute Indian, the Brahmin Indian,
the Pariah Indian, is my brother." This speech solidifies the idea of
brotherhood and tolerance towards other communities.

How it helped me :
1. To be more friendly towards other individuals and help them

when needed



2. To become more acceptable towards other individaulities
3. To be more helpful and friendly towards the deprived people both

in economical and social structure
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                       Values which shape me 

 

There are some instrumental values which make us a better human being. Here I 

am talking about three of those values which helped me to be what I am today and 

will continue to shape me in future. 

 

1. Cleanliness – There is a popular proverb which says “cleanliness is next to 

godliness”. Cleanliness means to keep ourselves clean as well as our surroundings. 

I try my best to keep myself clean and my belongings in an ordered fashion. It 

always gives me a positive energy and generates self-confidence in my mind. 

When I keep everything clean and tidy, I can get all my belongings in a particular 

place and do not need to search here and there which ultimately saves time and 

relieves stress. But it is not enough just to keep yourself clean. The society where 

we are living, our workplace, our home everywhere I maintain this tidiness. 

Whenever we see a clean place it creates a positive impact in our mind. But 

whenever we see a dirty place it makes a negative impact in our mind and our 

behaviour also changes according to that. To keep things in their proper places, to 

gather wastes in a particular place, to clean ourselves as well as our surroundings 

should be done by all to maintain cleanliness. I have maintained it till now and will 

continue in future. 

 

2. Concentration – Concentration is the key of getting success in any kind of 

work. Whether it is studies or other works, I always try to do it with full 

concentration. High concentration while doing a work gives us confidence and 

with confidence anyone can do anything successfully. But concentration can be 

broken down often so it needs practice to control our mind. The various thoughts 

which come to our mind while doing a work constantly distract us so with 



thorough practice of controlling those thoughts of our mind, we can concentrate in 

whatever we are doing. I also try my best to control my mind while doing studies 

mainly and give my full concentration to it. I think it is more effective to study 

three hours with full concentration than six hours with no concentration at a time. 

Whenever I do a work with concentration the process, reasons and possible 

outcomes of that work remain pinned to my mind and automatically I get fruitful 

results. I hope in coming days full concentration in all of my works will pave the 

way of success in my life. 

 

3. Punctuality – Punctuality means to be on time. Every work has its particular 

time to be done and to do that work within that time is called punctuality. Many 

people do not follow this value but I try my best to maintain punctuality. 

Punctuality gives us the scope to follow a perfect daily routine which is good for 

both mind and body. This also helps us to lead a disciplined life. I never get late in 

whatever I am doing because of maintaining punctuality. It also relieves me from 

the fear of getting late or time management in daily life. And being punctual saves 

a lot of spare time daily in which we can easily carry on our hobbies or something 

else after doing all of our daily works. So according to me punctuality is a great 

value which everyone should practise and I will try to maintain this throughout my 

whole life. 

 

These are the three values which shaped me to what I am today and these values 

will continue to shape me all the way in my life. 
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1. HONESTY -

Honesty is a spiritual value and it means a lot in our life. Honesty is the 
foundation for trust in a relationship, and trust is necessary for a relationship to 
function and thrive. When you're always honest with someone, it tells them that 
they can trust you and the things you say. It helps them know they can believe 
your promises and commitments. A person who practices Honesty in his/her life, 
possess strong spiritual character. An Honest person shows good behavior, always 
follows rules and regulations, maintain discipline, speak the truth, and is 
punctual. Honesty is the best policy.

A major component for developing moral character is Honesty. Honesty helps 
in developing good attributes like kindness, discipline, truthfulness, moral 
integrity and more. Honest people are sincere, trustworthy and loyal, throughout 
their life. Honesty is always admirable in the family, civil society, friends and 
across the globe. A person with honesty is respected by all.



Honesty plays an important role in everyone’s life and it is a character which is 
visible with open eyes like an open book. Having considered as an Honest person, 
by society is one of the best compliment one can dream of in his entire life.

Moral ethics of a person is known through Honesty. In a society, if all the people 
seriously practice getting honest, then society will become an ideal society and 
free of all the corruptions and evils. People should realize the value of honesty in 
order to manage social and economic balance. Honesty is an essential 
requirement in modern time. Honest people are sincere, trustworthy and loyal, 
throughout their life.



2. TRUTH -

Truth matters, both to us as individuals and to society as a whole. As 
individuals, being truthful means that we can grow and mature, learning from 
our mistakes. For society, truthfulness makes social bonds, and lying and 
hypocrisy break them.

Truth-telling makes possible freedom and trust between people, and, in the life 
of faith, it makes possible closeness to God. People of good will must always be 
willing to demand truth-telling because no one should be treated as if they were 
not worthy of being told the truth. Telling the truth is important because it will 
help everybody to grow. When you learn how to properly express your feelings 
and share those with other people, it creates a closer connection. Honesty is the 
foundation for trust in a relationship, and trust is necessary for a relationship to 
function and thrive.



3. SIMPLICITY -

The truth is that simplicity is almost always best because, when focusing on 
simplicity, your creative work becomes easier to understand, easier to recognize, 
easier to use , easier to expand upon, and downright easier to create. simplicity 
makes things easy.

Simplicity left a deep impact in our life. When you simplify, you’re left with a 
life filled with meaning, a life that is lived on your own terms. You have the time 
and space to pursue your interests and to create the life you truly desire. Living a 
simple lifestyle allows you see the reality of the situation more easily.Your mind 
is less stressed because it has less to worry about. It is easier to make a wise 
decision when you know your principles in life. People who live simple life focus 
on their health and watch carefully what they put inside their bodies. They care 
about the future enough that they do not to abuse it in the present.



It’s easier to focus on the other person when your life is simpler and its make 
our relationship stronger with our loved one. A simple life gives you freedom 
from issues in life that should not really be of major concern. By leading a simpl 
lifestyle we can get more free time which we can contribute to our family which 
give us satisfaction. A simple life provides freedom .
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VALUES WHICH SHAPE ME: 

 

SELF STUDY: SELF STUDY CAN HAVE MANY MEANINGS BUT FOR ME IT IS VERY ESSENTIAL PART OF 

MY LIFE WITHOUT IT I THINK THAT ONE CANNOT BE EFFICIENT ON THEIR STUDY OR WORK. IT ALSO 

HELPS ME TO KNOW MY EVERYDAY MISTAKES AND RIGHT WORK WHICH I HAVE DONE, THIS HELP 

ME TO CORRECT MY HABIDS AND WITHOUT IT I THINK I CAN’T ABLE TO OPERATE ME IN A GOOD 

MANNER SO THIS IS A VALUE WHICH GIVE ME A SHAPE.  

 

SELF CONTROL: SELF CONTROL IS An ANOTHER VALUE WHICH SHAPE ME. BECAUSE I THINK IT A 

VERY USEFUL VIRTUE WHICH HELPS A MAN IN EVERY DAY OF LIFE, WITHOUT IT ONE CAN MAKE 

MANY WRONG DECISIONS. MANY TIMES, WE NOTICED THAT IN A GROUP SOMEONE COMMENTS 

HURT US OR WE CAN’T AGGREE TO THIS SO THEN IF WE DON’T CONTROL OURSELF THEN THEIR WILL 

BE A QUARREL. SO, IT’S A VERY GREAT THING I THINK WHICH I HAVE.  

 

KIND HEARTED: IT IS AN ANOTHER VALUE WHICH HAVE SHAPE ME. EVERY TIME I SEE SOME POOR 

PEOPLE WHO HAVE IN TROUBLE THIS MAKE ME CRY AND, IN THAT SITUATION, I TRY TO HELP THEM 

AS MUCH AS I CAN FROM ME SIDE. AND THIS LITTLE HELP IF HELPFUL TO SOMEONE THIS PROUD 

ME.  THIS IS A VALUE WHICH HAVE SHAPE ME.  
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Name:- Tanmay Mandal 

Collage Roll No:- 449 

Honours Subject :- Botany     Semister :- III 

Registration no :- A01-1112-114-036 -2020   Subject :- SEC 
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Assignment 

Topic :- Values which shape me  

SEC Mid Semester Assignment: 

Write on three values which have shaped you to 

what you are today and will continue to shape 

you towards the goal of your life. 

Ans :- 

Values are basic and fundamental beliefs that 

motivate actions . They helps us to determine 

what is important to us . 

Now I am going to present three main values that 

have shape my life…… 

 

 



(1) Empathy – 

Empathy is the ability too emotionally 

understand what other people feel and 

imagine ourself in there position. I pray for 

those people who have no shelter , food .  I 

always  try to extend my helping hand 

towards those people . Empathy encourage 

me to do work for our nation . 

 

(2) Concentration – 

The action or power of focusing one’s attention or 

mental effort.The main difference between men 

and the animals is the difference in their power of 

concentration. All success in any line of work is 

the result of this. Everybody knows something 

about concentration. We see its results every day. 

High achievements in art, education, music, etc. 

are the results of concentration. The difference in 

their power of concentration also constitutes the 

difference between man and man. Compare the 

lowest with the highest man. The difference is in 

the degree concentration. Concentration is a big 

factor in my life's success.  Whenever I do 



something with big Concentrate, it gets done very 

quickly and brings success. Concentration on any 

thought is the main reason for my success. Which 

will lead me to more success in the future.  

 

(3) Listening – 

I am a good listener . I always focusing on the 

person who’s  speaking then I respond to them . 

With this skill I can easily engage with other 

person .  

 

(4) Dignity of labour:- 

A nation that doesn’t give importance to the 

Dignity of labour cannot prosper. Labour is at 

the source of the power of nation. Dignity of 

labour means that all occupations, whether 

involving intellect or physical labour, deserves 

equal respect and dignity. Hard work brings from 

the end of any work in carrier.  
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Certificate 

Name – Bholanath Maity 

College Roll no -167 

Honours subject – Physics           Semester - III 

Registration no - A01-1112-111-046- 2020 

Subject- SEC                               Date -22/10/2021 

Assignment 

 

Topic:- Values which shape me 

SEC Mid Semester Assignment: 

Write on three values which have shaped you to 

what you are today and will continue to shape 

you towards the goal of your life. 

Ans :- 

Values are basic and fundamental beliefs that 

motivate actions . They helps us to determine 

what is important to us . 

Now I am going to present three main values that 

have shape my life…… 



(1) Empathy – 

Empathy is the ability too emotionally 

understand what other people feel and 

imagine ourself in there position. I pray for 

those people who have no shelter , food .  I 

always  try to extend my helping hand 

towards those people . Empathy encourage 

me to do work for our nation . 

 

(2) Respect – 

Respect refers to the ability to honour 

another person, both his word and action. I 

always try to give others respect as well as 

myself also.  I think this will lead me in future 

for a better life. 

 

(3)  Listening – 

I am a good listener . I always focusing on 

the person who’s  speaking then I respond 

to them . With this skill I can easily engage 

with other person .  

 































VALUES THAT SHAPE ME 
 

1. HONESTY –  

Honesty or truthfulness is a facet of moral character that 

connotes positive and virtuous attributes such as integrity, 

truthfulness, straightforwardness along with the absence of 

lying, cheating, theft, etc. Honesty implies being truthful, 

Honesty means to develop a practice of speaking truth 

throughout life. A person who practices Honesty in his/her life, 

possess strong moral character. An Honest person shows good 

behaviour, always follows rules and regulations, maintain 

discipline, speak the truth, and is punctual. An honest person is 

trustworthy as he always tends to speak the truth. Honesty plays 

an important role in everyone’s life and it is a character which is 

visible with open eyes like an open book. Having considered as 

an Honest person, by society is one of the best compliment one 

can dream of in his/her entire life. It is the real character a 

person earns in life by being sincere and dedicated towards it. 

Lack of honesty in society is doom. It is due to the lack of proper 

interpersonal relationship between parents-children and 

students-teachers. Honesty is a practice which is built slowly and 

patiently, firstly at home and then school. Hence home and 

school are the best places for a child to develop Honesty since 

his/her growing times. I always tried to be honest throughout 

my life. Through honesty I learned to speak true words and also, 

I got the courage to speak straightforward always. Although 

sometimes I fall into problems inspite of telling the truth but at 



the end we all know that truth is the winner.  I got the value 

from my elders and I will always obey that until my last breath.  

 

2. RESPECT –  

Respect is a broad term. it is a positive feeling or action 

expressed towards something. Furthermore, it could also refer 

to something held in high esteem or regard. Showing Respect is 

a sign of ethical behaviour. Unfortunately, in the contemporary 

era, there has been undermining of the value of Respect. Most 

noteworthy, there are two essential aspects of Respect. These 

aspects are self-respect and respect for others. Self-Respect 

refers to loving oneself and behaving with honour and dignity. 

It reflects Respect for oneself. Everyone must Respect fellow 

human beings. This is an essential requirement of living in a 

society. Respect is the very aspect that keeps everything in 

your life. Respect for yourself is very important to a person 

because it can be the balancing factor of your life. If a person 

has no respect for themselves, they will most likely go into 

depression. Respecting yourself is also important for your self-

esteem. I always respect my elders as well as my juniors. I got 

the value from my mother. Respecting others give me a full 

satisfaction. I have my self-respect and also, I get respects 

from everyone as I know how to give it. I will always obey it.  

 

3. AMBITION –  

Almost everyone dreams of something while growing up. We all 
have ambitions when we are little, which change as we grow up. 

https://www.toppr.com/guides/civics/understanding-laws/understanding-laws-of-india/


Ambitions lead us to a definite aim in life. Furthermore, they 
help us focus on our goal no matter the cost. It drives us to do 
better in life. Ambitions differ from one person to another. 
However, one common thing usually found is that over time, 
people switch their ambition to something else than that which 
they wished to be when little. We have many people in 
the medical field who wanted to be dancers. Similarly, some of 
the greatest politicians wanted to be artists. So, we see how 
easily one gives up on their dreams and ambition to adapt to 
society. We all must have at least one ambition to achieve in life. 
It teaches us the importance of discipline and hard work. Having 
ambition gives us something to look forward to each day. I also 
have an ambition or aim in my life and I will try to achieve that 
at any cost. I wanted to be a researcher in future and I hope I’m 
on my way. Ambition helps me to grow the desire to reach at 
my destination. I will always keep the desire to reach there and 
I hope I will get a lot of helping hands through my other values.  

 

 

-------THANK YOU------- 

 

 

 

 

https://www.toppr.com/bytes/career-medicine/
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What is Value : 

Values defined as the collective conceptions of what is considered good, desirable, and proper 

or bad, undesirable, and improper in a culture. 

          A value is a shared idea about how something is ranked in terms of desirability, worth or 

goodness. Sometimes, it has been interpreted to mean “such standards by means of which the 

ends of action are selected”. 

 

Types of Values : 

As a student , we’re going through thus lifestyle where we must need to flexible with different 

situations and conditions. So some ideas, some things become more important in our life. Some 

questions we may ever have in our mind as – 

o What are my goals in life? And have I been able to reach them yet? 

o How valuable is my life? Am I really loved by someone? 

o Is life making sense anyway? Does my life matter? 

o How will my future look like? 

o And what happens after death? 

We are really worried about those questions. But we should be patient to get answer of those 

questions. In this situation if we have a better education on value, it helps us to improve 

ourselves. So among them most important 3 types of values in my life to set my goal are – 

1.  Kindness  2. Patience 3. Self-Giving 

 

1. Kindness :   

Kindness is about treating others the way we want to be treated. It’s more than just holding own 

tongue when we’re  tempted to say something unkind; kindness looks for ways to make life 

better for others. It takes delight in lifting others up and reminding them they’re not alone, 

invisible, or insignificant. Kindness to ourself is also important, and it’s the basis for self-care. 

Don’t forget to be as kind to ourselves as we want others to be.   

            Not only in our student life but also kindness is so important as we grown up, we’ve to 

face various types of problems and we may face various types of problems in our life in future 

also; if we practice to be kind it will make a better future for us. 

https://liveboldandbloom.com/01/quotes/self-care-quotes


Kindness code:  “I treat others as I want to be treated — with  thoughtfulness, patience, and respect.” 

2. Patience:  

No one wants to be treated like an inconvenience or a burden, and sometimes your priorities 

have to change to make room for something (or someone) more important or more likely to help 

us to grow. When someone is pushing your buttons, taking your time or attention away from 

something you want to finish, or making your life harder in some way, you practice patience by 

putting yourself in the others’ shoes, trying to see the situation from their perspective, and 

responding with kindness and respect. 

Patience code :  “No matter how I feel when someone interrupts me or gets in my way, I always treat 

them with the same patience I hope for from others when necessity compels me to interrupt them or get in 

their way.” 

3. Self-Giving:  

Another word for self-giving is sacrifice, but self-giving has a more positive connotation. 

Essentially, you’re giving of yourself — your time, your attention, your energy, your treasure, 

your abilities — to help or enrich another. Real love doesn’t hesitate to give of itself until it 

hurts, knowing that the momentary pain is nothing compared to the benefit won by that self-

giving. The word “selfless” implies that someone has given so much of themselves, they’ve 

reserved nothing for their own use or enjoyment, but in giving yourself — if you give out of 

love — your joy is in what that gift brings to others.  

   Self-giving can be overdone but only when the motive is pride (or insecurity) rather than love. 

Self-giving code:   “ I give of myself to others not only to connect with them but to 

acknowledge our connectedness. What I give to them, I also receive.” 

           By expressing those values, the common code articulates different aspects of the shared 

mission and becomes the key motivator for those who share it. Think of each small action as a 

seed you plant that, as long as you nurture it along the way, grows into a healthy tree with roots 

and branches, shedding seeds of its own. Our values are the life in every seed you plant. Choose 

the best values, and make them part of your blueprint for personal growth. 
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Topic: Values which Shape me
There are several personal values  in my life that shape me. But i will mention only three important values that’s are

1: Self Confidence

2:  Patience

3:Determination 

Self Confidence:  Self Confidence means you accept and trust yourself and have a sense of control in your life. Self 
Confidence is the great value in my life. I know my abilities and weakness. My success mostly depends on self 

confidence. It increases faith and help to come back after getting failure. It doesn’t allow give up hope. So this value will
help me to maintain faith in myself , stimulate to do hard work so that I get success and overcome challenges .  As a 

student i can feel the importance of self confidence.                                                                        .                                        .                 
.           . 

Patience: Patience is the one of important value in my life. Patience is the ability to endure in difficult circumstances. To
hear  the patience it is seen so simple but in reality it is very complicated thing. Achieving such value is more difficult that
we think. Although every body should practice it. It gives me happiness , peace anda extreme energy for continuing hard 

work for long term goals. And also it will help me a lot as same in future.                                           .      .           . 



Determination : Determination is the spirit of increasing chances of success in particular thing and achieve 
particular goal in life. Determination  is very strong and worthy personal value. Strong determination means high high 
probability of getting success and overcoming hardles, difficulties and  failure. Without asl strong determination we 
will decline against adversity or a great challenges in life. It motivated to do not give up in any circumstances. So 
everybody should keep a strong determination. For  me having determination keeps me in control and motivated to 
continue along the path of a achieving my long term goal in my life. And also it will do same in future.  
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What are Values? : 

 

Value is commonly regarded as an economic conception. An object is said to have 

value, if it satisfies a human want or desire. All things that satisfy human 

desires are good or have value. Food is good; it has value because it satisfies 

hunger. Shelter is good because it saves us from inclement weather and wild 

animals. But this definition does not go deep enough. It is generally recognized 

that there is relation between the satisfaction of desire and the preservation & 

furtherance of life. Value in this sense is essentially survival value. It is 

adjustment to the environment. But such a conception of value is still inadequate 

in complex human civilization. Men's wants today are much more complex and 

numerous and goal of life is much more comprehensive. Man is not a mere animal 

or a bundle of desires. Man is not only a body-mind complex but a person, a Self; 

a spirit. So, what satisfies his personality or contributes to his self-realization 

is ultimately valuable to him. His wants and desires must be valued themselves in 

terms of their relation to his fulfilment in self-realization. Man must go beyond 

organic method of satisfaction of desire to reach the concept of what is 

intrinsically valuable. There are absolute or intrinsic values cherished by all 

persons beyond all differences due to time and place. 



 

Values Which Helped Me Shape Who I Am Today and Will Help Me Reach My 

Ultimate Goal in My Life in Future :  

 

1. Unconditional Love and Kindness :  

In most cases, if you love someone, they will love you back. This, however, is not 

the real meaning of love. Love should be unconditional. With more love in the 

world, kindness will follow and replace cruelty. I have learned that spreading 

love—not hate—will bring us happiness and success in our adulthood. 

 

2. Honesty : 

I think that dishonesty and cheating are wrong and will get us nowhere in the 

future. As a student, I think that one is only hurting oneself by cheating. 

Dishonesty, even if effective in the short term (e.g., cheating on a test), will 

eventually catch up to a person and end with negative consequences in the long 

term (e.g., being unable to pass an entrance examination due to having cheated 

on tests in related subject matter). 

 

3. Hard Work : 

When I was young, I learned that success was 1 percent inspiration and 99 

percent perspiration. Nowadays, many of us want to cheat and cut corners in our 

studies because we are lazy and don't place any value on hard work. This 

thinking must change. Those who are truly successful know that the work they 

put into something largely determines what they get out of it. If all of us can 

learn to see hard work as an opportunity rather than an obstacle, we will be far 

happier working toward our goals as adults. 

 

4. Respect for Others : 

Unfortunately, in our highly competitive, dog-eat-dog society, many people tread 

on others to get ahead in life. Respect for others should include respecting 

different religions, races, sexes, ideas, and lifestyles. When we lift those 



around us instead of putting them down, we all have a better experience. I have 

learned that my successes will not be built on others' failures. 

 

5. Cooperation : 

To achieve a common goal, all people must work together. If this is not done, a 

few people may profit, but everyone else will suffer. I still believe in the motto, 

"united we stand and divided we fall." Healthy competition can help people to 

innovate, but to be truly successful as a society, we must cooperate first and 

foremost. 

 

6. Compassion : 

Compassion is defined as being sensitive to the needs of other people. If there 

were more compassion in the world, there would be far less hunger, conflict, 

homelessness, and unhappiness. If all of us were better educated in empathy, 

each new generation would have a greater chance of remedying the ills of 

society. 

 

7. Forgiveness :  

I have learned to forgive my enemies and the people who hurt me or try to hurt 

me. In my experience, this idea rings true regardless of one's faith or lack 

thereof. In most cases, anger is caused by an unwillingness to forgive. There 

would be less violence and fighting if we all could learn this moral virtue. 

 

So, these were some of the values which helped me shape who I am today and 

will help me reach my ultimate goal in my life in future. 
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TOPIC 

VALUES WHICH SHAPE ME 

 

 

Here I have tried to give my honest opinion about my thinking about three 
values which shape me. Here it is one by one 

 

1) Self-control--- 

Before, till at the age of 17, sometime in the case of food, talking style and 

playing video games I was lack of control. For this sometime I was scolded 

and sometime I had to be a laughing stock among my friends. 

But with time I started interacting with society and this value started growing 

into me. This helped me a lot. Sometime I got hurt and was angry by some 

illogical talking or behavior of someone. Though I was giving logical reason 



but he did not stop.in this case I controlled myself and avoided quarreling. I 

have controlled playing video games as it was damaging my study.in future 

I think controlling speaking style will help me to prevent breaking relations or 

hurting others. 

 

2) Independent thinking--- 

This is a very important and logical thing which plays an important role to 

shape me. Till age 17 I had a problem. If my friends or teacher told me 

something about a competitive exam, often I got attracted to that and got 

distracted from my main study line. Except that if a much known elder person 

told or scolded me to change some of my habits and attitude I tried to do so. 

But now I think whoever is telling me to that, he is also a man and there is a 

chance that he is wrong.so I think about it and if get no reason to obey that 

then ask them why I should change according to them. And about the study, 

I know my potential.so in spite of reading that blindly, I judge if it is good and 

fruitful to me. And then go ahead. 

In future this value will help me to take decisions in my life.   

 

3) Truth --- 

Till at age 18, I some time lied to hide my fault from parents or friends. It gave 

a feeling of repantence.so I started practicing not to do such work for which 

I had to lie. And if I do such work, then I try my best not to lie. This practicing 

gives a feeling of happiness. 

I think this will help to make my character good and improve my spiritual 

values. 
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Nonviolence is a moral value in which the act of physical force and aggression towards all
forms of life like humans, plants and animals is seen as non-beneficial. Nonviolence is a
critical moral value in today’s society because many people are prone to fighting due to
various reasons, and I believe that positive thoughts instead of violence lead to a better
outcome. Nonviolence is something that I have always believed in from the start. I believe
that peaceful resolutions can be advocated if I am not violent towards someone else. When I
drive, I have to consider all possible situations where I might need to immediately brake,
which can be due to pedestrians or other drivers, altogether with maintaining a calm mind.
Instead of speaking angrily to that person, I believe that simply saying “please be aware
while on the road” is a significantly better solution for both involved parties. By using my
nonviolent mindset in haphazard situations like this, I believe that many people can
subconsciously learn the importance of resolution, and how important it is to not immediately
resort to violence in every situation. And by realising this, we can help others understand the
importance of nonviolence through actions. Therefore, nonviolence is a value which shapes
me.

Truth is an important spiritual value in which a person is truthful to themselves and others,
where they are in accordance with facts and reality. Truth is important for our growth as
individuals and as members of society since being truthful means we learn from our
mistakes, accept reality and mature from it, while at the same time develop honest bonds
with each other. I believe that being truthful is important in who I am as a person. In terms of
education, being truthful helps me grow and mature. During training academy classes, if
there is a particular subject or concept that I don’t understand, I will ask my friends to help
me understand said subject or concept. I believe that by accepting and acknowledging my
shortcomings, I will grow from this and will strive to do better for the future. Truth breeds
honesty, which when continued breeds good habits, and by maintaining a truthful life without
deceit then ultimately I will lead a stable and happy life. Therefore truth is a value which
shapes me.

Cleanliness is a moral value in which one practices the art of keeping his or her
surroundings clean in order to better their physical, mental and emotional health, which
helps shape their overall character. Cleanliness is important in our lives as it helps reduce
spread of infectious disease from person to person and the environment. It is important that
we maintain a degree of cleanliness since if our exterior and interiors are clean and contain
no impurities, we will therefore lead better lifestyles. If my surroundings remain clean, then I
remain clean and healthy. And not only does it improve physical cleanliness, but also mental
and emotional cleanliness. If the air I breathe is fresh, then my mind receives clean oxygen
with no impurities, which improves brain function, reducing any fatigue and stress. And if my
mind is clean because of my surroundings, then so is my emotional health. A clean lifestyle
ensures that I also remain clean. Cleanliness is therefore a value which shapes me.
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Topic – Values which shaped me 

 

Values are about what we consider important to the life we want to live. They inform our priorities 

and when practiced consistently, form the character we want to have  

Three values which shaped my life :- 

• Forgiveness :- 

Forgiveness is about letting go of anger and resentment toward those who have hurt or 

offended us. 

Forgiveness shaped my life a lot 

1. It helped me to move forward on my spiritual path  

2. It replaced my negative emotions associated with unforgiveness like anger,jealousy,etc 

3. It helped me to free from the control of the person who harmed me  

4. It gave me more ability to move on from a hurtful situation, adverse thoughts and 

feelings that in turn ,allow my physical being to heal  

5. Relieve my mind from fear of betrayal  

Through this value I now can continue my life peacefully with my thoughts and actions.. 

 

• Courage :- 

Courage is about doing what we believe needs to be done not in the absence of fear but in spite 

of it  

 This value helped my life to take and respond risks appropriately. 

1. It gave me the ability to put aside my fear of failure and take the steps  

2. Helps me to overcome the fear of rejection  

3. To pursue my dreams my ambition  

4. By embracing courage and incorporating it in my life my sense of happiness increased a 

lot  

5. Courage gave me the power and ability to step outside of my comfort zone  

Through courage I can now attempt things that I have not tried before ,boast my will to overcome any 

sort of hindrances standing between me and my dream . 

 

• Integrity :- 

Integrity is about acting and speaking in accordance with our beliefs  

Integrity is one of the value that makes my personality more secure and confident as a person  



1. It help me to gain trust of my friends, my family members and others  

2. It gets me to be more dependable for others  

3. Developed me as a role model for others life  

4. Everyone starts to believe in my decisions 

5. My character shows honest which leads everyone to trust me. 

Integrity value provided me a lot of success in my life. It actually become one of my crucial one 

to build myself completely and shaped my life . 

 

 

 



                                                                                    VALUES  WHICH  SHAPE  ME 

 

Values are the things that we believe are important in the way we live and work. An object is said to have value if it 

satisfies a human want. For example : Food is good or has value as it satisfies hunger. Values determine our priorities and 

deep down, they  are probably the measures we to tell if our lives are turning out the way we want it to. Thus there are 

many values which have shaped me to what I am today and will continue to shape me towards the goal of my life. Three 

of many values which help me are (1) POSITIVE THINKING, (2) TIME MAINTENANCE, (3) RESPECT. 

 

1) POSITIVE THINKING :-  

                                        It refers to a belief or mental attitude which makes me think that good things will happen 

eventually and my efforts will pay off sooner or later. It is the opposite of negative thinking. Let it be clear that positive 

thinking does not mean one do not notice the bad things in life. It means one should try to find a solution in productive 

way instead of whining about it. There are many ways through which I build positive thinking. To begin with, I inculcate 

the habit of reading motivational and inspiring stories of people who are successful. Positive thinking gives many 

benefits to me. The first one is better health. Negative thinking gives rise to anxiety. Stress, frustration and more. 

However, positive thinking helps me avoid all this and focus on staying healthy and doing better in life. It is essential 

for me to fight depression which positive thinking helps with. It will allow me to get rid of stress. It helps me to stay 

free from diseases that form due to stress, anxiety, and more. Moreover, it is also the key to success. To conclude, I 

want to say that as positive thinking plays an essential role in our lives, we must make sure to adopt in our lives.  

 

2) TIME MAINTENANCE :- 

                                   Time maintenance is one of the most crucial skills anyone must possess. The skill is also 

extremely important when a student progresses onto into a professional setting. Time maintenance aims to 

educate people and help them discover how to make the best use of their time. Everyone has the same 24 hours, 

however some make better use of their time than others. This is one of the reasons why we have people who 

excel at the things they do. Time maintenance is a conscious effort to spend a specific amount of time to perform 

a task with efficiency. More, productivity is the key focus here. The more productive the work, the better are the 

results. Moreover, time maintenance requires a crucial balancing between professional life, social life, any other 

hobbies or activities. Hence time maintenance plays a crucial role in personal and professional life. Time 

maintenance works best when a goal or target is set. So every time the activity is performed, one can measure 

themselves and improve upon various aspects of their tasks. 

 

3) RESPECT :- 

               What is respect? Respect is what are world is built on, I feel that the phrases like “reap what you sow” 

explain what respect works like. For example to when I am rude to someone they tend to be rude back, the same 

works with respect. Morally it is of significance to include others without preconceptions or exceptions no matter 

of differences such as ethnicity or beliefs. Respect can be as straightforward as manors such as ‘please’ and ‘thank 

you’, although many may not always display this. One of the best ways of showing respect to others is listening. 

We must allow a person to express his views even if we disagree with them. In conclusion, respect is a major 

aspect of human socialization. It is certainly a precious value that must be preserved. Respectful behaviour is vital 

for human survival.  
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VALUE : Value is commonly regarded as an economic conception. An object is said to have value , if it 

satisfies human want or desire. 

I. HONESTY 

Honesty or truthfulness is a facet of moral character that promotes openness, empowers and 

enables us to develop consistency in how we present the truth. Without honesty there is an 

absence of trust. If we are seen as being honest, others sense that we have integrity and are 

truthful, fair, trustworthy and sincere.  

I got an opportunity to prove my honesty to myself. When I was at a checkout counter in a Wal-

Mart store. The line ups were long and we all patiently waited. Finally, I paid for my items and I 

left. As I walked some distance from the store. I unintentionally checked my returned amount 

and noticed that the cashier returned me 10 rupees extra by mistake. I returned back to the 

store and the returned the extra amount of money. The cashier was shocked that I returned it. 

He thanked me for my honesty. It made me smile. 

This was a true example of "doing the right thing". I could have easily pocketed the 10 rupees 

and no one would have knew that. But my values made the decision easy to return the money. 

According to the cashier I demonstrated the meaning in the quote by Spencer Johnson, 

"Integrity is telling myself the truth. And honesty is telling the truth to other people”. 

 

II. SELF STUDY 

 

Self-studying is a learning method where students direct their own studying—outside the 

classroom and without direct supervision. Since students are able to take control of what 

and how they are learning, self-study can be a very valuable way for many students to learn. 

 

By self study I can explore a topic on my own, encourages me to actively engage with the 

information. Self-studiers help me to think about topics more deeply and make connections 

between what I am learning. And when I am engaged (and excited) about what I’m learning, 

I’m able to remember it better. It also helps build study skills that I can use to explore new 

topics. It helps me to discover more about the topics I’m studying. 



As I do more self-study, I become more confident learner. I am able to see myself as an 

independent person, who is able to learn new things without anyone helping me. It gives me 

major motivation boost. This helps to reduce feelings of frustration, anxiety, or boredom 

that I feel in a classroom setting. Self-study allows me to choose something that I am 

interested in and excited to learn about, leading to a more effective learning experience. 

 

III. CLEANLINESS 

 

It is said that “Cleanliness is next to Godliness “. Cleanliness is an important factor of life. It is 

one of the most important practices for a clean and healthy environment. It may be related 

to public hygiene or personal hygiene. The cleanliness word includes the cleanliness of an 

individual, its surroundings, and the nation. The term cleanliness implies the absence of 

dust, dirt, garbage or waste, foul smell, stains, etc. It is essential for everyone to learn about 

cleanliness, hygiene and sanitation and the various diseases that are caused due to poor 

maintenance of hygiene conditions. The cleanliness word includes the cleanliness of an 

individual, its surroundings, and the nation. 

We should do our best to always try to take good care of our health through our cleanliness 

every day. Some of the habits we should endeavor to imbibe include us always washing our 

hands very well and with soap anytime we eat or before we eat anything, we should also try 

to always make sure our body and most especially our face is clean by bathing frequency, we 

should also ensure that we take proper care of all our clothes and try to wear only clothes 

that are properly and well washed and clean; all of these should be done to keep a very 

good mental and physical health. 

With the help of cleanliness, we can keep our physical and mental health clean, which will 

make us feel good. 

It gives rise to a good character by keeping body, mind and soul clean and peaceful. 

Maintaining cleanliness is thew essential part of healthy living, because it is the cleanliness 

only which helps to improve our personality by keeping clean externally and internally. 
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  Values Which Shape Me 

  

Values are the thoughts that human beings 

adapt before he or she takes up any sort of 

action. It is an internal reference for what is 

good or bad, desirable or undesirable in 

ourselves and others. Our values affect our 

decisions, goals and behaviours. So here are 

the three values which shape my life.  

 

1) Honesty 

2) Helpfulness 

3) Punctuality 

 



 

 

‘Honesty’ is such a core value that 

promotes openness, empowers and 

enables us to develop consistency in 

how we present the truth. Without 

honesty there is an absence of trust. An 

honest man always be truthful, fair, 

trustworthy and sincere to others. 

It impacts our entire life; our jobs, our 

relationships, our own feelings about 

ourselves and the actions we take. 

 

 



 

 

Helping others to love themselves more is 

undeniably the highest service to humanity. 

Ultimately, 'Helpfulness' means we 

unconditionally offer our love, compassion 

and the other resources to those in need. 

The definition of helpful is someone or 

something that is useful, that provides 

assistance or aid or services. 

Volunteering your time, money, or energy 

to help others will make sure your own 

happiness and well-beings, also make you 

physically better. 

 



‘Punctuality’ is a habit of attending a 

task on time. In a wider sense, it's a habit  

of doing things at the right time. Being a 

punctual person, you get discipline in life 

and also earn the respect of the others. 

A student who is punctual always gets 

success in his studies. In school time, 

punctuality ensures that you will arrive  

to class on time and so will not miss  

any part of the lesson. 

 

 

Thus the above three values have shaped 

me to what I am today and will continue to 

shape me towards the goal of my life. 
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                   : Values of My Life : 

 “If you don’t stick to your values when       they’re being tested ,they are not values they’re hobbies” _ 

JON SETWART  

            Herein are three core values that define success and happiness for my life . I list these three 

because I find they have universal meaning and can be applied in any Situation you’ll encounter in life .  

• Honesty: Honesty should be the bedrock of our foundation , as it will define who you before you 

even allow others to know more about you . If you always deal in truth , you’ll live a life with far 

less  worry . You can use your analytical mind to think of new ideas, rather than lies and excuses. 

Honest intentions in speech and action gain the attention and respect of others . Honesty 

promotes openness , empowers us and enables us to develop consistency in how  we present 

the facts .  

• Hard-work: For the skeptics who are quick to point out that hard-work doesn’t always make 

sense I agree, I believe in intelligent hard-work . Bursting your tail for something without 

thinking it through is a fool’s game . But working  hard with focus  and desire is the key to 

getting a head . 

• Perseverance: We need to understand that everyone fails at one point or another . Sometimes 

the way we get knocked down is completely out of our control . But we have to respond and we 

have to rise to the occasion . You’ll find persistence and perseverance are ingredients that any 

happy successful person put into practice .  
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Assignment 

 

Topic:- Values which shape me 

SEC Mid Semester Assignment: 

Write on three values which have shaped you to 

what you are today and will continue to shape you 

towards the goal of your life. 

  



Ans:- 

Values drive our actions and they motivate our 

goals. our  values help us to establish our priorities 

in life, guide our decision-making, and affect our 

evaluation of our success and happiness in life.  It 

will be different for you than for other people.  

 

Now I am going to present three main values that 

have shape my life…… 

(1) Concentration – 

The action or power of focusing one’s attention or 

mental effort. 

The main difference between men and the animals 

is the difference in their power of concentration. All 

success in any line of work is the result of this. 

Everybody knows something about concentration. 

We see its results every day. High achievements in 

art, education, music, etc. are the results of 

concentration. The difference in their power of 

concentration also constitutes the difference 



between man and man. Compare the lowest with 

the highest man. The difference is in the  

degree concentration.  

Concentration is a big factor in my life's success.  

Whenever I do something with big Concentrate, it 

gets done very quickly and brings success. 

Concentration on any thought is the main reason 

for my success. Which will lead me to more success 

in the future.  

 

(2) Dignity of labour:- 

A nation that doesn’t give importance to the 

Dignity of labour cannot prosper. Labour is at the 

source of the power of nation. Dignity of labour 

means that all occupations, whether involving 

intellect or physical labour, deserves equal 

respect and dignity. Hard work brings from the end 

of any work in carrier. 

In reality I have experienced it. When I was in 10th 

class, I spent a lot of time studying, which made my 

test results better, But due to non-payment of 

labour in class XII, the test results comes bad. Which 



taught me a big chapter about the Dignity of 

Labour.  

 

(3) Simplicity:- 

The quality or condition of being easy to understand 

or do. 

When we understand and appreciate simplicity, we 

find a sense of joy and contentment that can never 

be taken away from us. Having an abundance of 

“things” requires time and energy to maintain. 

Simplifying our life by having fewer possessions 

allows us more time to enjoy what really matters in 

life. 

I have followed the path of simplicity in my life. It is 

very difficult to keep the path of simplicity in the 

present civilization. Which sometimes causes 

problems.  But I have a lot of space for this 

simplicity.  

Every human being has certain values in his life that 

make him established in life.  
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                     TOPIC- Values Which Have Shaped Me 
                         Values form the foundation of our life. They dictate the 

choices we make and determine the direction that our life takes. Our values 

will influence our decisions related to our relationships, career, and other 

activities we engage in. It decides which is good or bad in our life. 

                         The three values which have shaped me that who I am today 

and will continue to shape me in the upcoming time of my life is stated 

below- 

1.STRENGTH: 
                                              Strength is a very important  part of my life. Strength is a power 

that allows me to deal with every challenges in daily life. Without strength there is no 

existence of someone. Strength for life is a progressive training that improves balance, 

coordination, and endurance. Strength improves mobility of life. It reduces risk of falls. 

It speeding up recovery from illness and improves ability to undertake daily living task. 

And most Importantly it improves self-estimation and mental wellbeing that has a very 

important role in my life so far. 

                                           Thereafter everyone has a unique strength in which they do the 

best that none does. 

2.SELF-STUDY:          

                                                   Throughout the life and especially in student life one of the 

most important thing is self-study. Self-study allows to take learning at my own pace, 

focusing on areas that I’m most interested in. This helps reduce feelings of frustrations, 

anxiety. Self-studying is also be defined as learning by your own. Therefore, it helps 

to understand the concepts as my own according to my understanding and capability 

which have a good impact in concept building. Self-studying develops the thinking 

procedures  by describing a particular concept in many other ways. Moreover, self-

study is a very important thing in life. 

3.PERSEVERANCE: 

                                        Perseverance is a very important character to be successful. It 

means to me to try again and again for success until it happens. Perseverance helps me 

to build concentration more stable on a particular job in any field. It is to insist and to be 

firm on getting something done and not giving up. In this characteristic one of my best 

motivated story is about Károly Takács  who is a Hungarian pistol shooter 
won gold medal twice respectively in OLYMPICS 1948 and OLYMPICS 1952 in 25 

meter rapid fire pistol after the cancellation of OLYMPICS in 1940 & 1944 due to the 

World War-II, whereas he was practising for OLYMPICS since 1938. So Perseverance is 

very important characteristics to be successful in life. So strong determination of mind 

is the roof of perseverance which have a huge impact in my  life. 

             



                       Therefore, I do believe that these moral values will ever alive in me and will 

retain these values in me to fulfil my mission of life. 



VALUES THAT SHAPE ME 

Values are the principles that help us to decide what is right and wrong, and how to act in 

various situations. Our values effect our behaviors, our decisions, our goals etc. Our values 

shape our decisions and our decisions shape our life. 

There are some values which I follow and these values help me in decision making of my life 

and I think that these values will help me to shape a better life in future also. These values 

are: 

Honesty & Self-respect: 

Honesty means the quality of being fair and truthful. I always try to speak truth in any 

situation. More broadly I present myself as a true and sincere person, without pretending. I 

always try to be honest about my studies and my works, honesty has improved my life and 

made me a better person. 

Self-respect means having confidence in self and behaving with grace, honor and dignity. 

Whatever I do, I believe in myself that I can do that properly. I am honest about, who I am 

and I am not, I always try to do something that gives me happiness. I refrain from doing 

wrong in life and if I make any mistake, I try to correct it for better results in the future. 

Giving myself respect and time for what I like to do keeps me happy and improves my life.  

Cleanliness: 

Cleanliness means the state or quality of being clean or being kept clean. Cleanliness gives 

rise to a good character by keeping body and mind clean and peaceful. Maintaining 

Cleanliness is the essential part of healthy living because it helps to improve our personality 

by keeping clean externally and internally. Keeping my things clean and organized I can find 

my things quickly and this save a lot of time. Overall cleanliness improved my life a lot and 

will also improve me in future for a better life. 

Scientific temper & Independent thinking: 

The scientific temper is a way of life which uses the scientific method and which may 

consequently include questioning, observing physical reality, testing, hypothesizing, 

analysing and communicating. I don't always blindly believe in anything, I always try to find 

the scientific reason for that. As I am a science student, I also try to utilize my time 

scientifically. This scientific way of living live improved me a lot. 

Independent thinking is having confidence to draw on own innate intelligence and depend 

on own judgement. I try to interact with people who think different than me and listen 

about their thinking and also try to challenge both mine and their own viewpoint of 

thinking. This practice keeps me think about broadly about my viewpoint and improves me 

in my life. 
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Values are the most important part to be a good human being. It shapes us as a perfect person. Here 

as a student ,there are some important  values which help me to move forward in future and also 

help me to achieve my goals. 

Work in groups: 

There is a saying ,"team means Together Everyone Achieve More". To complete a work punctually 

and perfectly, team work is the best way. The most important thing in a team is to communicate 

with others and work unitedly . This habit of communication  and working together will help me in 

future . As a team I can fix my mistakes from my teammates and also can help them to fix their 

problems, which ultimately help both of us and also the team . 

Creativity: 

Creativity is the act of turning new and imaginative ideas into reality. It is characterised by the ability 

to perceive the world in new ways ,to find hidden patterns ,to make connections between seemingly 

unrelated phenomenon ,and to generate solutions. Being creative gives me opportunities to try out 

new ideas and few way of thinking and problem solving. Creative activities help us acknowledge and 

celebrate our own uniqueness and diversity. It also encourages me to create something from my 

personal feelings and experience. 

Honesty: 

Honesty or truthfulness is a facet of moral character that connotes positive and virtuous attributes 

such as integrity, truthfulness, straightforwardness . Honesty also involves being trustworthy, loyal, 

fair, and sincere. Honesty promotes openness, empowers and enables us to develop consistency in 

how we present the truth. Without honesty there is an absence of trust. It helps in developing good 

attributes like kindness, discipline, truthfulness, moral integrity and more. Lying, cheating, lack of 

trust, steal, greed and other immoral attributes have no part in Honesty. Honest people are sincere, 

trustworthy and loyal, throughout their life. 
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Values Which Shape me 
VALUES : 
Before we look at the definition of personal values, let take some time to 
understand what the word value stands for. At its simplest value is a 
quality that is desirable, something of worth. Our values are important as 
they help us grow and create the future we want to experience. They 
guide our behaviour, attitudes and beliefs and our motivation. There are 
some values (absolute and intrinsic), those reared me and make my life 
cabalistic beyond all differences due to time and place. 
 
TRUTH AND HONESTY: Both the words are complementary to each other. 
Honesty is the simplest thing and it develops a practice of speaking truth 
throughout the life. It must be said that honesty implies being truthful. 
Honesty strengths and improves relationships between people. It helps in 
bringing them closer making a unity in between them. This is another 
value that shaped me. In my first class of my school our head master told 
us that it is the most important and useful thing for our student life to be a 
honest person. He told us that a person who practices honesty in his life 
possess strong moral character. There is a very common phrase Honesty is 
the best policy. Honesty helps me in developing good attributes like 
kindness, discipline, truthfulness, moral integrity and more. Honesty 
removes fear from my heart and makes me courageous and confident. 
Now in our very corruption days this is really need for us. Though it is a 
very responsible value that shaped me, I always try to main this policy in 
my life. 
RESPECT:  When coming across people who have total different opinions 
from mine, I always act respectfully. For example, at school, we have to do 
many team projects, most often, team members may come from total 
different cultural background, and thus they always have different 
opinions about the same thing. Being respectful to other students, I am 
well mannered, using appropriate language, opening to criticisms, and 
conducting myself professionally. If everyone knows how to respect to 
others and act respectfully to each other, we will to get along with each 
other and thus there be more happiness and less conflict in our society. So 
we will make the world a better place. 
 
WORK IN GROUP: We have our society and there we live together or we 
can say that we live in a group. These groups have a profound impact in 



our thoughts , feelings and actions. There is a very common phrase Unity is 
strength. It is not that teaches by someone, it is the case of realization and 
development of our mentality. In my complete school life I learned about 
unity. As we are in a residential school all the students were working 
together. All of us are in a group and it satisfies my need to gain 
information and understand through social comparison, define our sense 
of self and social identity and helped me to achieve my goals that might 
elude me if I worked alone. It is more significant to me that much of the 
work is done in groups rather than individual. When I do any work in a 
group it enhanced my idea on that particular topic during discussion and it 
nourished me with a lot of positivity. In a group I am very focused on 
making a smooth and quick decision which possibly the more fruitful 
option for us. So, it is one of the important values in my life that shaped 
me. 

VALUES THAT SHAPED ME 
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Values which shape me 

 
➢ values: 

Values are like seeds that sprout, become saplings, grow into trees and spread their 
branches all around. To be able to think right, to feel the right kind of emotions and 
to act in the desirable manner are the prime phases of personality development. 
Building up of values system starts with the individual, moves onto the family and 
community, reorienting systems, structures and institutions, spreading throughout 
the land and ultimately embracing the planet as a whole. Value Education is 
essentially a matter of educating the feelings and emotions. Value education is simply 
a matter of developing appropriate behaviour and habits involving inculcation of 
certain virtues and habits. Values represent wide range of good ideas about the end 
that people should pursue in their life. Values provide a general guideline for the 
behaviour of the people, as for example human dignity, patriotism, religiosity, 
sacrifice, helpfulness, co-operation, social equality, privacy, democracy etc. guide our 
life in multiple ways. Value education cannot be circumscribed by textbook material 
but should be left to the initiative and inspiration of the teachers in finding the 
learning resources. Education is necessarily a process of inculcating values to equip 
the learner lead a life – a kind of life that is satisfying to the individual in accordance 
with the cherished values and ideals of the society. Value Education helped us to shift 
our conception from religious and moral education to education for peace, parallels 
the shifting sense and sensitivities in the larger context of education. However, value 
education can be imparted in a few ways. 

There are some values (absolute and intrinsic), those reared me and make 
my life cabalistic beyond all differences due to time and place. 

❖ TRUTH AND HONESTY: Both the words are complementary to each 

other. Honesty is the simplest thing and it develops a practice of speaking 

truth throughout the life. It must be said that honesty implies being truthful. 

Honesty strengths and improves relationships between people. It helps in 

bringing them closer making a unity in between them. This is another value 

that shaped me. In my first class of my school our head master told us that 

it is the most important and useful thing for our student life to be a honest 

person. He told us that a person who practices honesty in his life possess 

strong moral character. There is a very common phrase Honesty is the best 

policy. Honesty helps me in developing good attributes like kindness, 

discipline, truthfulness, moral integrity and more. Honesty removes fear 

from my heart and makes me courageous and confident. Now in our very 

corruption days this is really need for us. Though it is a very responsible 

value that shaped me, I always try to main this policy in my life. 



❖ SELF STUDY: It is a learning met hod where students direct their own 

studying-outside the classroom and without direct supervision. It is the first 

value that makes me an independent student. Since from childhood I was in 

a hostel so there was neither my parent nor any private tutor who could help 

me for study at that particular time. Using self study I am able to go beyond 

simply learning what my class text books and instructors teach me. By 

practicing self study I am encouraged to explore further topics in which I 

am interested and developing stronger study skills as a result. The most 

advantageous result which I have got throughout self study is I can take 

control over my own learning. So, it must be said that self study is the most 

important value of my life that made me. This self study always boosts my 

self-esteem encourage my curiosity and make me in a shape. 

 

❖ WORK IN GROUP. We have our society and there we live together or we 

can say that we live in a group. These groups have a profound impact in our 

thought sfeelings and actions. There is a very common phrase Unity is 

strength. It is not that teaches by someone, it is the case of realization and 

development of our mentality. In my complete school life I learned about 

unity. As we are in a residential school all the students were working 

together. All of us are in a group and it satisfies my need to belong gain 

information and understanding through social comparison, define our sense 

of self and social identity and helped me to achieve my goals that might 

elude me if I worked alone. It is more significant to me that much of the 

work is done in groups rather than individual. When I do any work in a 

group it enhanced my idea on that particular topic during discussion and it 

nourished me with a lot of positivity. In a group I am very focused on 

making a smooth and quick decision which possibly the more fruitful option 

for us. So, it is one of the important values in my life that shaped me. 

VALUES THAT SHAPED ME 
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assignment on the precious topic VALUES WHICH SHAPE ME. I would 

like to extend my sincere gratitude to principal Maharaj without whom the 

work would have remained incomplete. 
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“Values Which Shape Me” 

 

Introduction: 

According to the shlokas that written in ‘Vedanta’ self realization is the goal of 

human life. Because of this value is so important in our life. If we will follow 

intrinsic values in our life more, more we will reach to our goal. Value means 

importance or it is the standards of someone or something. Value is totally 

satisfaction dependent, the same thing which is valuable to me that may be 

valueless to others. We can divide value in two sections, one is innate value 

and another one is acquired value. Some value we acquired in born and some 

we acquired in our whole life. There are three values which have shaped me 

and my life. 

 

 INDEPENDENT THINKING: 

Independent Thinking is one type of Intrinsic cognitive value which means the 

ability to come up with original ideas and interpretations or to validate 

thinking that aligns with conventional thought.Independent thinking is having 

the confidence to draw on our innate intelligence and depend on our own 

judgement, having our own values and views to guide us, rather than some 

one else’s. 

 

Importance:  

1. It enables us to become more discerning about the things we hear, see 

and believe and helps us question values and assumptions. 
2. Independent thinking also hones our personal skills on many other 

levels, including the building of confidence in our ability to stand up for 

our beliefs. 

3. Independent thinking skills are at the forefront of learning how to be not 

only a great thinker but a great leader. 

4. It is the ability to trust our own judgments, even if they are not in 

agreement with what others might say or believe. 



 

Application in My Life: 

Independent thinking gives me a great mind for thinking. It increases my 

observation, my thinking capacity as a science student.It also provides me a 

self confidence & make me responsible.It automatically generates a leadership 

spirit. It will give me the courage to stick with my own decisions. Being able to 

think independently is the highest hallmark of trust one can bestow to 

oneself.It makes me more practical and gives me power to observe any 

situation more deeply and able me to make critical decisions. 

 

 SELF CONTROL: 

Self Control is one type of Intrinsic Moral Value. Self control is very much 

necessary for regulating one’s behavior. Self control is the ability of a person to 

control him in every situation.  This value totally depends on mind control. If 

we can control our mind, then only we can control ourselves. This value came 

to our work at eleventh hour, when the last moment is coming for any work or 

at a very stress condition. Then we fixed our mind to do that work in time and 

finally we can do. So if we can control our mind self control will automatically 

be done. 

 

Importance:   

1. Anger is very harmful to us; self control can easily control it. 

2. Self control helps to improve mind’s power. 

3. Self control helps to increase our concentration 

4. If we have the ability to control ourselves, we can achieve any goal. 

 

Application in My Life: 

From my childhood I controlled myself from saying any type of rough words 

and still now I controlled myself from any type of word which is painful to 

others & I always try to keep my mind cool in stressful condition.In every 

morning , I always try to increase my self control power by meditation. 



 HONESTY: 

Honesty is one type of Instrinsic Moral Value. "Honesty is the best 

policy" is a proverb of Edwin Sandys. Honesty is a component of moral 

character that connotes positive and virtuous attributes, such as integrity, 

truthfulness, and openness including clarity of conduct, along with the 

absence of lying, cheating, theft, etc. Honesty also involves being reliable, 

trustworthy, loyal, fair, and sincere. 

Importance: 

1. Honesty cuts through deception and knifes its way through deceit 

and lies.  

2. Honesty leads to a fulfilling, free life. 

3. Honesty promotes openness, empowers us and enables us to 
develop consistency in how we present the facts.  

4. Honesty sharpens our perception and allows us to observe 
everything around us with clarity. 

 

  Application in My Life: 

I always try to be honest because it charactarizes my personality & create a 

good impression infront of people.It always give me positive energy because I 

know that I stands for truth. Honesty always give me confidence to work 

without fear. It generates a confidence and concentration automatically for 

me. 

 

Conclusion: 

At the end, these three values put a great impact in my life, but it is not 

possible to always maintain this. So, I always try to take lessons from previous 

mistakes and apply it in present life.I always try to maintain these three values 

because these values help me to be a great thinker,responsible,trustworthy & 

finally it will help me to achieve my goals.  
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TOPIC- 3 VALUES THAT SHAPE MY CHARACTER 

 

Introduction- 

Personal values are the most significant personal assets, the characteristics and behaviours 
that motivate us and guide our decisions. Defining our personal values and then living by 
them helps us to feel more fulfilled and to make choices that make us and the people 
around us happy.  

There are numerous values which shape our character among which, following are the 
three, which I feel are required to find my purpose, increase my confidence and guide me 
through the most difficult situations in life. 

 

Honesty- 

Everyone of us are quite well acquainted with the proverb given by Benjamin Franklin- 

"Honesty is the best policy." Honesty, in simple terms, is the truthful way of conduct in life. 
Over time, as I have grown up, life has taught me how immensely valuable the quality of 
honesty is, through various situations and dilemmas. An honest person is always known for 
his/her honesty just like a sun is known for its eternal light and unlimited energy. I feel that 
in a society, if all the people seriously practice getting honest, then the society will become 
an ideal society and free of all the corruptions and evils. With honesty, comes wisdom and 
boldness. 

To be an honest person, I always try to show good behaviour, follow rules and regulations, 
maintain discipline, speak the truth, and be punctual. For all my problems, honesty has been 
the ultimate solution. It is one of the best habits which acts as a catalyst to encourage me 
and strengthens me enough to solve and handle any difficult situation in my life.  I've learnt 
that before we are truthful to others, we must be honest with ourselves. According to me, 
honesty is one of the critical components of every human relationship. From the 



relationship between parents and their children to the relationship between a teacher and 
his student, honesty is necessary to maintain trust in each other. 

If we deny the truth ourselves, there is no way in which we can offer honesty to the world. 

 

Cleanliness- 

The proverb '’Cleanliness is next to godliness'’ expresses the idea that those who are pure 
and wholesome are close to God. Cleanliness refers to the idea that every person must keep 
themselves and their home clean to be spiritually pure. When I keep myself and my 
surroundings neat and clean, I can purify my body and mind from evil thoughts and 
negativity.  The goals of cleanliness are health, beauty, absence of offensive odour and to 
avoid the spreading of dirt and contaminants to oneself and others.  

Cleanliness keeps germs and viruses away. I prefer regular cleaning to prevent the 
mosquitoes or germs stay in my surroundings and this helps me to be healthy. When I clean 
my belongings, my home and also my surroundings, it brings good and positive thoughts in 
my mind which slows down the occurrence of diseases. Cleanliness gives rise to a good 
character by keeping the soul clean and peaceful. Maintaining cleanliness is the essential 
part of healthy living because it is cleanliness which I think, helps to improve my personality 
by keeping clean externally and internally. Cleanliness changes people's perception towards 
me because everybody likes hygiene and hygienic people. Cleanliness improves my mood as 
well as provides a sense of accomplishment and satisfaction. It helps me gain a sense of 
control over my environment and engage my mind in a repetitive activity that can have a 
calming effect. 

Thus it is everybody’s responsibility and one should keep themselves and their surroundings 
clean and hygienic. 

 

Kindness- 

As quoted by Amelia Earhart, "A single act of kindness throws out roots in all directions, and 
the roots spring up and make new trees.”  

 Kindness is a quality of being generous and considerate, and doing so without expecting 
anything in return. It can boost feelings of confidence, being in control, happiness and 
optimism. Kindness also can cause the body to release endorphins into the brain which 
assists the body in dealing with pain. 

Whenever I've been kind towards someone, besides the person towards whom I've directed 
my goodness, I too experience a sense of relief and joy in performing an act of kindness. 
Generally, I try to be kind towards everyone so that the feelings of loneliness or isolation are 
reduced.  

My favorite act of kindness is complimenting someone, because it lights up their face and a 
wide smile usually spreads across their face. I feel that when someone does something truly 



kind for us, not only do our emotions take over and physical expressions of happiness form, 
but also internally, a general sense of warmth develops from the chest, giving us a happy 
sensation. From taking out time for listening to someone to giving up my seat on a train or 
bus to someone else, I try to practise kindness in my day-to-day life. Volunteering and 
helping others makes me feel a sense of belonging, make new friends, and connect with 
communities. When I do good to someone, it helps me have a more positive outlook about 
my own circumstances.   

Besides being kind towards others, we must always be kind towards ourselves too. I usually 
treat myself with something small and prioritise some time for myself so that I can relax and 
reflect on how I've feeling and how my day or week has been so far.   

This is how the acts of kindness have the potential to make the world a happier place. 

 

Conclusion- 

Hence, these personal values are the main drivers behind my personality and actions, and I 
feel that for any endeavor to re-invent myself, I will have to tap into these moral principles 
to give myself a chance at a more fulfilling life. 
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TOPIC: VALUES WHICH HAVE SHAPED ME 

 

                                Values form the foundation of our life. They dictate the choices we make 

and determine the direction that our life takes. Our values will influence our decisions 

related to our relationships, career, and other activities we engage in. It decides which is 

good or bad in our life. 

                      The three values which have shaped me what I am today and will continue 

to shape me towards the goal of my life are stated below- 

 

1. INDEPENDENT THINKING:  

                       Independent thinking is having the confidence to draw on my own innate 

intelligence and depend on my own judgement, having my own views and values to guide 

me rather than someone else’s. This independent thinking develops the ability to think 

critically, analytically, logically, reflectively, historically etc. For example, one might think 

about Socrates , but was he really independent? He was always engaged in discourse with 

others in the streets of Athens. He showed his abilities as an independent thinker by 

questioning just about everything deeply. 

2. STRENGTH: 

                            Strength means the quality that allows someone to deal with problems in a 

determined and effective way. Strength is associated with a better quality of my life, 

improved performance in carrying out day to day function tasks. Strength helps me 

mentally and physically help to do all work in a day. It keeps muscles, bones and joints 

strong, enabling you to move around better and reduce the risk of osteoporosis. Each 

and every one of us has unique skills and talents that no one else can do and yet only a 

few have uncovered our unique strength. 

3. SELF-STUDY: 

                           The study of something by oneself. Self-Study is the one of the good way 

to study myself. It helps me in many examination to get good score. In higher education 

some argue that it is especially important for me to be assigned projects and material 

suitable for self learning so that I may exercise and develop intellectual independence 

and explore subject matter they personally find interesting.  

 

                           I do believe from the core of my heart that at least these moral values will 

ever alive in my inner entity and I will retain them to fulfil my mission of my life and to 

be a perfect gentleman with high ideals of life having a high sense of moral and ethical 

values to defeat the monster of greed and avarice in me, if any. 



 

TOPIC: VALUES WHICH HAVE SHAPED ME 

                      

                          Values are basic and fundamental believes that guide or 

motivate attitudes or actions by determining the conceptions of what is 

considered as good, desirable and proper or bad, undesirable and improper 

in life. 

                    The three values which have shaped me what I am today and 

will continue to shape me towards the goal of my life are described below- 

 

1. HONESTY: 

                     I have carried myself with a candidness and I would like to 

believe genuineness which demonstrate a reflection of my thoughts. At 

times, I have been candid to a fault. But overall, I live with zero regrets. I 

believe candidness, openness and honesty has benefited me more than any 

other qualities in how I comport myself. In few situations in my life I had to 

bear with some difficulties in this society but I do not leave the principle of 

honesty because I would know well that it will gift me respect, success and 

smooth life in future. As a result I get more respects in many fields of my 

life. I must continue it in future to reach in my goal in an honorable way. 

2. CONCENTRATION:  

                         Concentration implies, firstly, an ability  to realize one’s mental 

and emotional energies from all other interests and involvements and 

secondly, an ability to focus them on a single object or state of awareness. 

In my life sometimes I have completed many hard activities with the help of 

concentration, which I thought that it was impossible to overcome that 

tasks. But concentration really helps me to get success in many steps of my 

life. So, I have got many success in my life and hope that I will get such in 

future to reach in my goal. 

3. PATIENCE:  

                        We all have to keep in mind that patience is the key to success. 

In many steps of my life I feel the need of patience well. There come many 

obstacles hurdles and problems on the way of my life. But all time I keep 

patience for what I can avoid many troubles in my life from childhood to my 

present life. I believe that I can continue this in future and it will help me to 

reach in my goal smoothly.  
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Values are basic and fundamental beliefs that guide or motivate attitudes or actions. They help us 

to determine what is important to us. Values describe the personal qualities we choose to embody 

to guide our actions; the sort of person we want to be; the manner in which we treat ourselves and 

others, and our interaction with the world around us. Personal values are the things that are 

important to anybody, the characteristics and behaviors that motivate us and guide our decisions. 

It changes time to time, places to places. But in human life there are certain values which do not 

change over time, rather eternal. This applies both to day-to-day decisions and to larger life 

choices. Values in a narrow sense is that which is good, desirable, or worthwhile. Values are the 

motive behind purposeful action. They are the ends to which we act and come in many forms. 

Values are essential to ethics. Ethics is concerned with human actions, and the choice of those 

actions. It determines which values should be pursued, and which shouldn't. 

Like many others I also hold some values, which shapes my character i.e., what I am today and 

also, they shape the future path of my life to achieve the highest goal. In the following section I 

have discussed about the values which I consider as most important in my life. 

 

Fearlessness: Fear is the something that opposes growth. The consequence of underlying fear is 

visible in people's emotional conflicts, especially concerning their careers, relationships and 

personal values. Fear creates all inhibitions. And every fear is essentially a fear of death.  

In my life I consider fearlessness as one of the topmost values. I try to think and analyze every 

cause of fear logically then think to overcome it with the least possible effort. This practice is 

somehow helpful to override the fear of failure in my life. Fearlessness gives me confidence. I 

think fearlessness of death also help me to be awaken in spiritual way to do self realization. And 

the self realization of myself as a soul in the entire cosmos like many others is the one and only 

ultimate goal of human life. 

 

Appreciation of nature: Aesthetics of nature is a sub-field of philosophical ethics, and refers to 

the study of natural objects from their aesthetical perspective. Nature has its own means of balance. 

There are five basic components in nature - earth, water, fire, air and space. And these all five 

components are present in every living and non-living object in nature. Hundreds of millions of 

species, all are from those five basic components, will be enriching the natural reservoir after their 

death - this signifies the great cycle mother nature. We can't even imagine how many individual 

values natures teach us every day. We can just observe and imitate them in our life. As a human 

being we are not different from those millions of species, but the aesthetic sense in us that is lacked 

in most of the species of mother nature makes us a true human.  

That's why appreciation of nature with aesthetic sense seems to be one of the most important value 

for me. 

 



Patriotism: Patriotism or national pride is the feeling of love, devotion, and sense of attachment 

to a homeland or the country and alliance with other citizens who share the same sentiment to 

create a feeling of oneness among the people. This virtue pushes to citizens of a country to work 

for their country selflessly and make it better. 

The love for motherland is considered as one the topmost values for me. For me being an Indian 

is not a citizenship of a piece of land. It is my identity which I have owned luckily by birth. The 

land of oldest civilization which showed the light of wisdom to the entire world, land of dharma 

which teaches everyone the greatest virtues of human life, land of thousands of living species 

which are endemic to India, a place where innumerable number of ethnic classes coexist with each 

other but still they identify themselves as descendants of one ancient civilization - that is India. 

Feeling something for India, identify myself to be part of Indian society is probably the most 

important value in my life. Whatever I do in my life it would be for the betterment of my country 

and the countrymen. All success and achievement in my life would be considered an extra feather 

in the crown of my country. And needless to say, such way of thinking about the nation and 

patriotism shapes the future way of my life. 
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VALUES WHICH SHAPE ME

Subham Yadav
Roll: 624

Microbiology
Semester: 3rd

Values are the standards by which we guide our behaviour, our attitudes, how we react to
situations and treat others. Our values effect our decisions, goals and behaviour. Values
shape Our decisions and our decisions shape our life.
There are some values which have shaped me and will continue to shape me towards the
goal of my life. The values are as follow-

Honesty : The quality of being fair and truthful ( the quality of being honest ). When i am
honest , i speak the truth. More broadly, i present myself in a genuine and sincere way,
withouth pretense, and taking responsibility for my feelings and action. Honesty have shaped
me in my studies, due to honesty i have always heard the lectures in the class and for it i
always try to become sincere, loyal, in my life and it have gave me straightforwardness
towards my goal. So honesty have shaped me and will continue to shape me towards the
goal of my life.

Devotion to God : Devotions are great way to get closer to god. A devotion is a quiet time
that we spent praying, reading god's word, and reflecting on our relationship with him.
Devotion gives me confidence, when i pray to god i can connect my self to a strong spiritual
power and i feel that i can do anything. So this value has a great importance in my whole life
and it have shaped me from every problems in my life and it will continue to shape me
towards the goal of my life.

Work in group : Work in group is basically is a social value. Work in group such as group
study make my study more efficient and fun. Working with others enables me to pool my
ideas and see problems from different perspectives. Work in group have made my works
very simple and easy. In my subject (microbiology) group work is very useful in labs. So i
think that group work will help me to achive my goal



Three Values I Live By 

“Men acquire a particular quality by constantly acting in a particular way.” 

- Aristotle  

 

Values have a great impact on our inner world. They define us. They form the foundation of 
our character. To avoid risking becoming a faceless human that becomes indistinguishable 
from every single other faceless person that has ever lived , adopting other people’s values , 
they should be one of the more important things in our lives. That being said , the three main 
values I prioritize in my life are ;  

 

1.Discipline: 

 

 By definition, Discipline is action or inaction that is regulated to be in accordance with a 
particular system of governance. Discipline is commonly applied to regulating human and 
animal behavior to its society or environment it belongs. In a much more real sense , 
Discipline is the attribute that resists our urge to give in to negative behaviors and helps us to 
focus on all of the positive attributes Self-control is a praiseworthy benefit of discipline. A 
person of discipline exercises better restraint and control over his actions. In my life , I’ve 
frequently found myself finding saving a lot of time by adhering to a strictly bound procedural 
schedule . On following a disciplined course, one will find not devoting excessive time to a 
single task , with even time distribution and free time in hand , further confirming the 
dichotomy “ discipline is freedom “ 

 

2.Perseverance: 

 

To persevere is to try again and again for success. It means determination at working hard 
regardless of any odds or obstacles that may exist. What’s perhaps underappreciated, or less 
considered, is the role that our determination to go on plays in the ultimate success of our 
daily goals Perseverance can be summed up to mean how I’m committed to my goal. 
Additionally, it enhances the goal’s value for me and intensifies my motivation level. It 
broadens my knowledge about myself and my goals. Not getting overwhelmed by failures to 
be focused on the goal ahead keeps me working harder. 

 

 

 

 



3.Forgiveness: 

 

By definition, forgiveness is an active process in which you make a conscious decision to let 
go of negative feelings whether the person deserves it or not . To choose compassion and 
empathy over grudges have medically proven to lead to less depression, anxiety, stress, 
anger and hostility. Confucius said about revenge, “Before you embark on a journey of 
revenge, dig two graves.” This applies as much to the spirit of anger behind the desire for 
revenge as much as to revenge itself. Forgiveness allows us to move on without anger or 
contempt or seeking revenge. Therefore, we should learn how to embrace ourselves and 
place ourselves in a situation without stress, anger, regret, self-pity or judgement. Having 
realized that, if I have not forgiven, part of my inner strength would be caged in anger, 
resentment, pain or stress of some kind. Thus, over and over forgiveness has helped me to be 
at peace with my own mind and focus on my goals. 
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Values always define one’s characteristic morale. That means 

values are prescribed by one’s actions—not the other way around. 

Aristotle said it best: 

“Men acquire a particular quality by constantly 

acting in a particular way…” 

When everything around is changing, when the world poses difficulty 

to us, and when one is on a rollercoaster ride of life’s ups & downs, 

the only thing that stands tall and proud is the core values 

worshipped for lifelong. 

Having subjugated the right core values, one is on his way to 

ascertain life through much prudence, perseverance & attainments. 

For me, the journey of life has been fortunately blessed with such 

values which in the long run have benefitted and will always be doing 

such greatly. 

 

Leadership: 

Taking on one’s gallant gesture driven with persistent determination, 

confidently choosing humility despite staying cornered, collectively catch up 

for the value called leadership. Rare egression of the admired personality gives 

an edge to me to remain connected to the fellow mates always. Staying down-

to-earth, calling on myriad of people through purity of speech along with 

pristine words, going forth for the need of the people around, I think, correctly 

explain the value I put forward while bearing the torch for the rudderless. 

In the darkest of times, hardest of situations, throughout the uncertainty lying 

in the future, everyone seeks for someone to show the way out. We all need 

someone to lead us, asking whether it will be me; it was, is & would always be 

a bigger “yes”! 

 



Curiosity: 

Get to the bottom of everything that one is counting on for learning, is 

necessary for the upbringing of one’s constructive thought process. 

At the threshold of youth, like Swamiji, I too was assailed by the query for the 

existence of the God. On gradually acknowledging the life’s mesmerism, I’m on 

the way to questioning every single thing & fact I come across, trying hard to 

understand the most complex, blissfully accepting the incomprehensible. 

Delving deep into the learned gaps makes things easier for me to apprehend, 

hence acquiring the value of curious nature keeps me moving every day to 

destine. 

Joyfulness & Spirituality: 

Joy is the prime source to richly transfigure the way of living the life. Never 

doing loathsome things for longer than necessary, enjoying the smallest of 

choiceful things, attaining a stable inner state-sum up for the real joy that 

comes from within. Bidding adieu to the fleeting and transient happiness 

which comes from outer experience, and readily urging the hymn of spiritual 

awakening, cheerfully claim the blissful me. I gladly accept the alternative 

occurrence of misery and glee which paves the way for me in the impasse. 

Counting on the credence of choosing salvation over the materialistic 

happiness is all keeping my soul connected to the Almighty in the long run.  

 

 

 

“Mind” can either be an obstacle or a facilitator of happiness, 

choosing it wisely wells up joy from within. Leading the way around 

with perseverance, curiously judging the turnings and transcending 

own soul to attain the spiritual wisdom while tearing down all the 

melancholies, severing all earthly bonds, I am on my own road to 

freedom, happiness, and peace of mind via the longing to destine.  
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INTRODUCTION : Values can be defined as anything can fulfill
our desire or Can gives us Satisfaction. Everything that can help
to full fill our needs has a value to us. There are many different
values which can help us to be better person. These values help
us to bring Self realization as well as to control ourselves. Values
work as an invisible guardian to fulfill our goals. Practicing so
many values at once is a difficult thing to do. we should go 'step
by step. Here are three different values that I like to follow and
this values have shaped me who I am.

1. HONESTY :
Honesty cannot be the best policy but the

only policy because even a liar does not does not want to hear
lies from others and a thief does not want other thieves to
steal in his house. So I try my best to make me honest. When
you have honesty, many people will come to home to make
you as a friend of themselves. You too can help others due to
your open mentality nourished by honesty. We cheat only
because we are weak.so I try to become a person with strong
mentality so that the thought of cheat can not even come in
my mind. So, I try not to be jealous of anyone and I can do
that due to my mental strength on being honest.

2. SELFLESSNESS:

Selflessness is the practice of not putting

yourself first and willing to help other without expecting any

reward. Although it is a very different think to do i think it is

one of the most important Value everyone should follow. A

Self Centred narrow mind always brings violence, bitter

relation-Ship with each other which makes the world difficult

to live.Everything is better when everyone is happy. A

random act of Kindness can change the world for a person. It

can heal the deepest of grief for someone. If we see

someone needs my help and am capable of helping then the

best thing is to help him. If we imagine what my situation

would have been if I was the person then helping him

becomes easy. Selflessness is one type of most important

value that can help improve relationship with my friends

,teachers , other persons . so, this is most important to build

my Carrier till now.



3. SELF RESPECT :

Self respect means having confidence in your self

and behaving with grace, honour , dignity .Confront our Selves with

negative energy and discouraging thoughts about ourselves.

However, it is highly valuable to keep in mind that you are most

important your yourself is a highly Crucial step to gain a more

Confident Strength and self love. I think, self-respect is most valuable

in my life because of this I am studying I am studying in

"Ramakrishna Mission which is one of the best institute in the

world. I think respecting myself not only means value myself but

also making the right decisions and taking the right steps when it

comes in life.

According to Clint Eastwood, - "Respect your efforts, respect

yourself , self respect leads to self-discipline . When you have both

firmly under your belt , that's real power”.

Here, I have identified some of the values that I

hold dear to me. I have also identified how this values impact on the

choices that I make as well the actions that I take. From this deep

exploration of values, I have come to the realization that my values

greatly dictate how I treat the people around me as well as how I

prioritize on matters . I believe that as a result of my values , I strive

harder to achieve the things that I want life and as such , I am a

better person as a result of them.
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Three Values Which Has Shaped Me
The three values which shape me most are Sradhha / Respect, Honesty and Objectivity.
Perfect quote for this purpose is said by Fyodor Dostoevsky - “Above all, don't lie to
yourself. The man who lies to himself and listens to his own lie comes to a point that he
cannot distinguish the truth within him, or around him, and so loses all respect for
himself and for others. And having no respect he ceases to love.”

This sums up why these 3 values shape me most.

Sradhha or Respect
Sradhha is the quality of feeling of deep admiration for someone or something elicited
by their abilities, age, position, qualities, or achievements. As quoted by a renowned
world leader, “I can fight only for something that I love, love only what I respect, and
respect only what I at least know.”

I have seen this in my short journey of life; to get respect you must give respect. We all
must have heard from our elders since childhood, if you can’t respect someone or
something, you can’t learn anything from them. This is why I try to treat everyone with
Sradhha or Respect whether they are junior or senior, richer or poorer than us.

When we respect someone, we show that they have a worth and by doing that we sow a
sense of self worth among them which in turn creates self respect. As ably quoted be
Chinese stalwart Confucius ― “Respect yourself and others will respect you.”

Thus this in turn creates a chain and showing sradhha to everyone and everything, as
imparted to us by our Indian Culture, makes me and the world a happier place to live.

Honesty
Honesty or truthfulness is a facet of moral character that connotes positive and virtuous
attributes such as integrity, truthfulness, straightforwardness, including
straightforwardness of conduct, along with the absence of lying, cheating, theft, etc.
Honesty also involves being trustworthy, loyal, fair, and sincere.

Quoting from Virginia Woolf ― “If you do not tell the truth about yourself you cannot
tell it about other people”. I have personally experienced that, to earn respect and do
something meaningful in life, we need to build a character which lasts more than a
lifetime. The most important features of a man’s character are his strength to be honest
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and face the truth and be on its side rather than fighting it during adverse conditions. I
believe that when we choose to make a decision on something by adjudicating its merits
and demerits and feel that the decision is best for the time being, it’s a weakness to not
stand by it during the time of facing its consequences.

I’ve come to find that though for short term, the path of lie may seem easier and more
fruitful, it ultimately leads to a web of lies from which we can never recover and we fall
in it deeper and deeper every day.

Objectivity
When asked to what Buddhism stands for WalpolaRahula said and as I quote “First of
all, Buddhism is neither pessimistic nor optimistic. If anything at all, it is realistic, for it
takes a realistic view of life and the world. It looks at things objectively (yathābhūtam).
It does not falsely lull you into living in a fool's paradise, nor does it frighten and
agonize you with all kinds of imaginary fears and sins. It tells you exactly and
objectively what you are and what the world around you are, and show you the way to
perfect freedom, peace, tranquility and happiness.”

In this world of Kaliyug there are no thing as absolute truth or complete false, there’s
truth in every lie and there’s lie in every truth and the right way of thing is said to be
neither in the left or right, it lies somewhere in between. Thus in this time of chaos and
confusion, we must not resort to any information or incidence that we stumble upon and
think about it objectively, in an unbiased way and remove the layer of deception (maya)
and see them is it is.

Being objective has shaped me as it has given me the ability to see the truth from the
fog of deception and propaganda and drink only the milk (truth) from the mixture of
milk and water as like a swan.

Conclusion
Thus as no man is perfect, I must admit there has been times when I’ve not been able to
stand with the truth and make the honest choice in past, nor have I been respectful to
everyone I’ve met, and I might not have shown objectivity sometimes but I have and
will continue to learn from them and be a better version of myself and be an absolute
patron of these values.
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INTRODUCTION: 

 

Value is commonly regarded as an economic conception. An 

object is said to have value, if it satisfies a human want or desire. 

All things that satisfy human desires are good or have value. Food 

is good, it has value because it satisfies hunger. Shelter is good 

because it saves us from inclement weather and wild animals. But 

this definition does not go deep enough. 

It is generally recognized that there is relation between the 

satisfaction of desire and the preservation & furtherance of life. 

Value in this sense is essentially survival value. It is adjustment to 

the environment. But such a conception of value is still inadequate 

in complex human civilization. Men's wants today are much more 

complex and numerous and goal of life is much more 

comprehensive. Man is not a mere animal or a bundle of desires. 

Man is not only a body mind complex but a person, a Self, a spirit. 

So what satisfies his personality or contributes to his self-

realization is ultimately valuable to him. His wants and desires 

must be valued themselves in terms of their relation to his 

fulfilment in self-realization. Man must go beyond organic 

method of satisfaction of desire to reach the concept of what is 

intrinsically valuable. There are absolute or intrinsic values 

cherished by all persons beyond all differences due to time and 

place. 

Generally, value has been taken to mean moral ideas, general 

conceptions or orientations towards the world or sometimes 

simply interests, attitudes, preferences, needs, sentiments and 

dispositions. 



There has many values that shape me. But I am going to write 

about 3 values among all. Those 3 values are mostly import to me 

because it matches with my mind set. These three values are- 

1. Cleanliness 

2. Honesty 

3. Self-control 

 

1) Cleanliness: 

Cleanliness is both the abstract state of being clean and free from 

germs, dirt, trash, or waste, and the habit of achieving and 

maintaining that state. Cleanliness is often achieved through 

cleaning. Culturally, cleanliness is usually a good quality, as 

indicated by the aphorism: "Cleanliness is next to Godliness" 

and may be regarded as contributing to other ideals such as health 

and beauty. 

On a practical level, cleanliness is thus related to hygiene and 

disease prevention. Washing is one way of achieving physical 

cleanliness, usually with water and often some kind of soap or 

detergent. 

Cleanliness also would be a characteristic of the people who 

maintain cleanness or prevent dirtying. In Hinduism, cleanliness 

is an important virtue and the Bhagavad Gita describes it as one 

of the divine qualities which one must practice. Srimad 

Bhagavatam also recognises cleanliness as one of the thirty 

qualities which one must acquire to obtain the grace of God and 

identifies internal and external cleanliness among the twelve 

regular duties. Cleanliness is also an exalted quality which 

characterises the Satya Yuga (Golden Age) in Hinduism. As stated 



by many Hindu scriptures that cleanliness is a way of relative to 

God. 

As a student of Ramakrishna Mission, this institution taught me 

cleanliness is a very important value in my daily life routine. 

Clean environment gives me a calm and soothing mind. It helps 

me to concentrate in my studies. So it is a very important value of 

my life. 

 

2) Honesty: 

 

Honesty is a facet of moral character that connotes positive and 

virtuous attributes such as integrity, truthfulness, 

straightforwardness, including straightforwardness of conduct, 

along with the absence of lying, cheating, theft, etc. Honesty also 

involves being trustworthy, loyal, fair, and sincere. 

Honesty is not just about telling the truth. It’s about being real 

with yourself and others about who you are, what you want and 

what you need to live your most authentic life. Honesty promotes 

openness, empowers us and enables us to develop consistency in 

how we present the facts. Honesty sharpens our perception and 

allows us to observe everything around us with clarity. 

Respectable, admired behaviour is always carried out with 

honesty. Telling the truth and backing it up with actions show 

respect for what’s right and an esteem for ethical and moral 

integrity. Honesty is one of the key components to character and 

one of the most admired traits of any successful, responsible 

person. 



When I look back on it, every time I lied (that I can recall) I was 

trying to excuse or misrepresent my own shortcomings or to 

compensate for something. I was trying to pursue a sinful desire 

that would only, at best, produce temporary pleasure. Lies I told 

were often due to a lack of effort, positive morals or thoughts. 

Other times, I was convincing myself I wasn’t good enough or 

able to do something my heart was really set on. Lying or 

presuming I knew something I didn’t really know was the easy 

path. This discouraging thought manifested itself in ways that I 

couldn’t possibly perceive at the time. It set me back by delaying 

the pursuit of my dreams. It took away my ability to take chances 

that my heart was willing to take but my mind was blocking me 

from taking. 

 

 

3) Self-control: 

 

Self-control, an aspect of inhibitory control, is the ability to 

regulate one's emotions, thoughts, and behaviour in the face of 

temptations and impulses. Self-control is thought to be like a 

muscle. According to studies, self-regulation, whether 

emotional or behavioural, was proven to be a limited resource 

which functions like energy. In the short term, overuse of self-

control will lead to depletion. However, in the long term, the 

use of self-control can strengthen and improve over time. 

This value shaped my personality most. It gives strength to 

control my mind and thoughts. In some difficult moments of my 

life it helps me a lot. Controlling thoughts and mind is very 



important. This thing always not soothing my desire for that 

time but it helps a lot in my future. 

 

 Conclusion:   

 

Life can be easier when you acknowledge your values. Our 

beliefs and values drive our personal attitude and behaviour 

toward the world, yet the moral values of society and the ethical 

rules in place limit our actions accordingly. So, we have to 

conceptualize, memories, solubilize the all values into our heart 

to resolve our body, mind, soul to reach the ultimate goal of 

success and become a good citizen in our society. It is our 

decision to behave according to the morals and ethics of the 

society in which we live. Even if our personal values clash with 

those of the community, we might still abide by societal rules 

because we are afraid of repercussions. 
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Values that shape me 

 

What are values? 

Values are those beliefs we hold most dear. They can be desirable 

goals that motivate our actions and guide us through our lives. 

Values often weave into our personalities and define who we are. 

They become a part of us and influence our decisions and actions. 

Personal values differ from person to person and are often affected 

by one’s culture, upbringing and life experiences—among other 

factors. We feel better when we live by our values. 

 

There are some values both absolute and intrinsic those cherished 

me and make my life meaningful beyond all differences due to 

time and place. 

 

 

Social Value: 

Humans are social creatures there for total development of a 

person is related to the development of society where he belongs. 

A society is judged through is constituting living habitant. Social 

development is all about empathy, service to poor, punctuality etc. 

To develop a good society, there must be mutual respect kindness 

towards all. An ideal society can be defined as a society where 

every individual is self-content and lives a healthy peaceful life. 

There must be respect to all religion freedom and liberty and most 

importantly development of society depends on the interrelation of 

the people who live together. Individual happiness depends on the 

happiness and welfare of other members of society so we must try 

to help each other these habits grow from student life working in a 

group and perform. Social work help us to grow punctuality and 

patriotism. All these qualities helped me to be a complete human 

being. 

 



Truth and Honesty:  
Honesty is telling the truth, being upright, candid and sincere with 

what you say and do. The art of being honest is an asset which 

almost everyone would admire.  If honesty is one of your core 

values it would be a guiding force in your life. Your level of 

honesty would influence the decision you make and the 

relationships you enjoy with others. It helps you determine what’s 

right and wrong, what’s moral and what you admit to being true. 

Sometimes being honest is one of the most testing things we can 

do, especially if we’re not telling the truth out of empathy for 

someone. Your ability to be truthful even if doing so will put you 

in a bad light, defines whether it’s one of your core values. If it is, 

it will dedicate how you interact with people and how people view 

you. Sometimes it’s when we’re at our lowest point, faced with 

abject failure that forces us to change. But if you choose to 

continue to make excuses for being dishonest, you’ll compromise 

meaningful relationships you can build. Not only that you can hurt 

the people closest to you and prevent people from seeing what 

makes you special. Always be true to yourself and honest with 

others.  

 

Communication:  
Effective communication is essential for a relationship to grow & 

function successfully. Being a good communicator requires 

effective listening & understanding. Clear communication requires 

our words, tone of voice & body language to be congruent & 

reflect the true meaning of our message. Communication is the 

conveying of thoughts, feelings, opinions, ideas and information. 

It is the means of sending messages to one another. Effective 

communication depends on the clarity and delivery success, as 

well as how it’s received and understood. How you communicate 

greatly impacts the way you're perceived. So I always commute 

with proper manner because that is what that portray us as a 

person. 
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Values which shape me 
 

 

 values: 

Values are like seeds that sprout, become saplings, grow into trees and spread their 
branches all around. To be able to think right, to feel the right kind of emotions and 
to act in the desirable manner are the prime phases of personality development. 
Building up of values system starts with the individual, moves onto the family and 
community, reorienting systems, structures and institutions, spreading throughout 
the land and ultimately embracing the planet as a whole. Value Education is 
essentially a matter of educating the feelings and emotions. Value education is simply 
a matter of developing appropriate behaviour and habits involving inculcation of 
certain virtues and habits. Values represent wide range of good ideas about the end 
that people should pursue in their life. Values provide a general guideline for the 
behaviour of the people, as for example human dignity, patriotism, religiosity, 
sacrifice, helpfulness, co-operation, social equality, privacy, democracy etc. guide our 
life in multiple ways. Value education cannot be circumscribed by textbook material 
but should be left to the initiative and inspiration of the teachers in finding the 
learning resources. Education is necessarily a process of inculcating values to equip 
the learner lead a life – a kind of life that is satisfying to the individual in accordance 
with the cherished values and ideals of the society. Value Education helped us to shift 
our conception from religious and moral education to education for peace, parallels 
the shifting sense and sensitivities in the larger context of education. However, value 
education can be imparted in a few ways. 

There are some values (absolute and intrinsic), those reared me and make 
my life cabalistic beyond all differences due to time and place. 

 TRUTH AND HONESTY: Both the words are complementary to each 
other. Honesty is the simplest thing and it develops a practice of speaking 

truth throughout the life. It must be said that honesty implies being truthful. 

Honesty strengths and improves relationships between people. It helps in 
bringing them closer making a unity in between them. This is another value 

that shaped me. In my first class of Vidyasagae Shishutirtha our head 
master told us that it is the most important and useful thing for our student 

life to be a honest person. He told us that a person who practices honesty in 

his life possess strong moral character. There is a very common phrase 
Honesty is the best policy. Honesty helps me in developing good attributes 

like kindness, discipline, truthfulness, moral integrity and more. Honesty 

removes fear from my heart and makes me courageous and confident. Now 
in our very corruption days this is really need for us. Though it is a very 

responsible value that shaped me, I always try to main this policy in my 

life. 

“Stand up, be bold, be strong. Take the whole responsibility on 
your own shoulders, & know that you are the creator of your own 
destiny.” 

- Swami Vivekananda 

 

 



 SELF STUDY: It is a learning met hod where students direct their own 
studying-outside the classroom and without direct supervision. It is the first 

value that makes me an independent student. Since from childhood I was in 

a hostel so there was neither my parent nor any private tutor who could help 
me for study at that particular time. Using self study I am able to go beyond 

simply learning what my class text books and instructors teach me. By 

practicing self study I am encouraged to explore further topics in which I 
am interested and developing stronger study skills as a result. The most 

advantageous result which I have got throughout self study is I can take 

control over my own learning. So, it must be said that self study is the most 
important value of my life that made me. This self study always boosts my 

self-esteem encourage my curiosity and make me in a shape. 

 
 WORK IN GROUP. We have our society and there we live together or we 

can say that we live in a group. These groups have a profound impact in our 

thought sfeelings and actions. There is a very common phrase Unity is 

strength. It is not that teaches by someone, it is the case of realization and 

development of our mentality. In my complete school life I learned about 

unity. As we are in a residential school all the students were working 
together. All of us are in a group and it satisfies my need to belong gain 

information and understanding through social comparison, define our sense 

of self and social identity and helped me to achieve my goals that might 
elude me if I worked alone. It is more significant to me that much of the 

work is done in groups rather than individual. When I do any work in a 

group it enhanced my idea on that particular topic during discussion and it 
nourished me with a lot of positivity. In a group I am very focused on 

making a smooth and quick decision which possibly the more fruitful option 

for us. So, it is one of the important values in my life that shaped me. 

VALUES THAT SHAPED ME 
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Values are generally considered as a economic expression that denotes the price of something in any market 

at current time. It changes time to time, places to places. But in human life there are certain values which 

do not change over time, rather eternal. Those values shape a person, represent his/her past and determine 

the future also. Values represent the background of a person or which society he/she belongs to. As well as 

values determine the importance of a person in every society or even in family too. 

Like many others I also hold some values, which shapes my character i.e. what I am today and also they 

shape the future path of my life to achieve the highest goal. In the following section I have discussed about 

the values which I consider as most important in my life. 

• Appreciation of nature: Nature has its own means of balance. There are five basic components in 

nature – earth, water, fire, air and space. And these all five components are present in every living 

and non living object in nature. Hundreds of millions of species, all are from those five basic 

components, will be enriching the natural reservoir after their death – this signifies the great cycle 

mother nature. We can’t even imagine how many individual values nature teach us everyday. We 

can just observe and imitate them in our life. As a human being we are not different from those 

millions of species, but the aesthetic sense in us that is lacked in most of the species of mother 

nature makes us a true human.  

That’s why appreciation of nature with aesthetic sense seems to be one of the most important value for me. 

 

• Fearlessness: Fear is the something that opposes growth. Fear creates all inhibitions. And every 

fear is essentially a fear of death. If we can somehow overcome this fear of death, all other fears 

fade away automatically. 

In my life I consider fearlessness as one of the topmost values. I try to think and analyze the every cause of 

fear logically then think to overcome it with the least possible effort. This practice is somehow helpful to 

override the fear of failure in my life. Fearlessness gives me confidence. I think fearlessness of death also 

help me to be awaken in spiritual way to do self realization. And the self realization of myself as a soul in 

the entire cosmos like many others is the one and only ultimate goal of human life. 

 

• Patriotism: The love for motherland is considered as one the best values for me. For me being an 

Indian is not a citizenship of a piece of land. It is my identity which I have owned luckily by birth. 

The land of oldest civilization which showed the light of wisdom to the entire world, land of dharma 

which teaches everyone the greatest virtues of human life, land of thousands of living species which 

are endemic to India, a place where innumerable number of ethnic classes coexist with each other 

but still they identify themselves as descendants of one ancient civilization - that is India. 

Feeling something for India, identify myself to be part of Indian society is probably the most important 

value in my life. Whatever I do in my life it would be for the betterment of my country and the countrymen. 

All success and achievement in my life would be considered an extra feather in the crown of my country. 

And needless to say such way of thinking about the nation and patriotism shapes the future way of my life. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Value is commonly regarded as an economic 
conception. An object is said to have value, if it satisfies 

a human want or desire. All things that satisfy human 
desires are good or have value. Food is good; it has 

value because it satisfies hunger. Shelter is good 
because it saves us from inclement weather and wild 
animals. But this definition does not go deep enough. 

 
It is generally recognized that there is relation between 

the satisfaction of desire and the preservation & 
furtherance of life. Value in this sense is essentially 

survival value. It is adjustment to the environment. But 
such a conception of value is still inadequate in complex 

human civilization. Men's wants today are much more 
complex and numerous and goal of life is much more 

comprehensive. Man is not a mere animal or a bundle of 
desires. Man is not only a body-mind complex but a 

person, a Self; a spirit. So, what satisfies his personality 
or contributes to his self-realization is ultimately valuable 

to him. His wants and desires must be valued 
themselves in terms of their relation to 

his fulfilment in self-realisation. Man must go beyond 
organic method of satisfaction of desire to reach the 
concept of what is intrinsically valuable. There are 

absolute or intrinsic values cherished by all persons 
beyond all differences due to time and place. 

 
 
 
 



TOPIC: VALUES WHICH SHAPE ME 
 

Instrumental Values Can Be Divided into Five Different Part’s 
That Are Spiritual, Moral, Aesthetic, Cognitive and Social. 
Among Them Three Values Which Have Shaped Me to What I 
Am Today and Will Continue to Shape Me Towards the Goal of 
My Life Are as Follows- 
 

1. MORAL VALUE: Cleanliness and Simplicity- We Have 

Heard the Phrase “Cleanliness is Next to Godliness” Since our 
Childhood. It Gives Us the Idea That Those Who Are Pure and Clean 
Always Stay Close to God. Cleanliness Gives Rise to A Good Character 
by Keeping Our Body, Mind and Soul Clean and Peaceful. Cleanliness 
Personal and That of Our Surroundings Enhances a Cheerful 
Personality Inside Us and Helps Us to Stay Happy in Life.  
 
After Waking Up in The Morning I Clean My Bed, Fold the Blankets and 
Place the Pillows in An Arranged Manner. I Clean My Room with A 
Broom Whenever Possible Especially During Weekends and Holidays. I 
Always Keep My Study/Work Space Clean and Tidy and Keep All of My 
Books in An Arranged Manner Which Helps Me to Concentrate and Find 
Them Easily Whenever They Are Needed. I Always Throw Garbage in 
Dustbin and Try to Keep My Surroundings Neat and Clean, It Is One of 
Our Duty Towards Our Society. Wearing A Neat and Tidy Uniform Helps 
Me to Stay Disciplined and Increases My Confidence. I Always Attend 
College in A Proper Uniform Following the Dress Code.  
 
The Basic Idea Behind Simplicity Is Having a Simple Thought Process. 
A Simple Life-style And Simple Thought Process Helps Me to Cut Short 
on Unnecessary Desires and Needs. Simplicity Has Always Helped Me 
to Deal with Unfavourable Circumstances and Tough Times with An 
Open Mindset and Ease. It Helps Me to Help Others Openly Without Any 
Expectations or Conditions. I Have Started to Value Small Things in Life 
and Stay Happy with What I Possess and Stop Running After 
Materialistic Things. By Adopting Simplicity, We Will Have Less 
Problems and A Clear Mindset and Thought Process Which Will in Turn 
Help Us to Reach Our Goals in Life. Simplicity Has Also Taught Me the 
Value of Money as A Result I Cut Down My Expenses on Unnecessary 
Things and Try to Reuse the Things as Much Possible. 



2.AESTHETIC VALUE: Pursuit of Art and Appreciation of 
Nature- Art Speaks Where Words Are Unable to Explain. The Greek 

Philosopher Aristotle Said That “The Aim of Art Is Not to Represent the 
Outward Appearance of Things but Their Inner Significance”. Drawing 
And Painting Is Among One of My Hobbies. I Used to Submit Paintings 
for Wall Magazine and Have Made Many Art and Crafts for School, 
College and Outside Exhibitions As Well. I Have Also Completed 
Diploma in Art and Painting Up to Third Year from Bangiya Sangeet 
Parishad. 
 
Appreciation Of Nature Around Us Is Very Important as We Know That 
Nature Is the Best Teacher. Staying Close to Nature Helps Us to Relax 
and Stay Refreshed. The Plants, Flowers, River, Blue Sky, Mountains 
Are All Part of The Nature. We Should Always Take Out Some Time to 
Spend Outdoors to Understand the Significance and Beauty of Nature. 
Nature Always Provides Us for Our Need but Not for Our Greed So 
Destruction of Habitat of Flora and Fauna and Deforestation Has to Be 
Stopped. Myself Being a Botany Student I Always Take Part in 
Plantation and Environment Awareness Related Events. Its My Duty to 
Make People Aware About Planting Tree’s around Us As Tree’s Provide 
Us With Shade During The Summer Season, They help To Reduce 
Pollution And Most Importantly Provide Us With Fresh Oxygen To 
Breathe.  
 

3.COGNITIVE VALUE: Independent Thinking and Scientific 
Temper- Independent Thinking Is the Process of Making Sense of The 

World Based on Own Ideas Rather Than Depending on The Word of 
Others. Independent Thinking Helps Me to Come Up with New and 
Original Ideas. It Helps Me to Increase My Performance, productivity 
And Reach a Greater Level of Self Awareness. Persistence, Belief, 
Confidence, Determination and Creative Awareness Are Some of The 
Qualities an Independent Thinker Has. These Qualities Enable 
Someone to Become More Innovative and Have a Positive Attitude 
Towards Life. 
 
   
Scientific Temper Is the Individual and Social Process of Thinking and 
Acting Which Uses a Scientific Method Which May Include Questioning, 
Observing Reality, Testing, Hypothesising, Analysis and 
Communication. It Can Help a Person to Be Free from Superstitions and 
Irrational Practices. Scientific Temper Always Helps Me to Learn New 
Things, Gain More Knowledge and To Ask More Questions. 
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❖ What is value? 
Value is commonly regarded as an economic conception. 
An object is said to have value, if it satisfies a human want 
or desire. All things that satisfy human desires are good 
or have value. Food is good; it has value because it 
satisfies hunger. Shelter is good because it saves us from 
inclement weather and wild animals. But this definition 
does not go deep enough. Values not only give us 
guidance but also create a parameter for find to be 
normal, meaningful, and helpful. When we live with these 
values, we will feel better and shine in our life in a positive 
way. 

❖ Values that shape me: 
➢ Honesty: Honesty is the simplest thing and it 

develops a practice of speaking truth throughout the 
life. It must be said that honesty implies being 
truthful. Honesty gives strength and improves 
relationships between people. It helps in bringing 
them closer to each other. A person who practises 
honesty in his or her life possess strong moral 
character. There is a very common phrase- 'Honesty 
is the best policy’. Honesty helps me developing 
discipline, kindness, truthfulness, moral-integrity and 
more. Honesty makes me fearless for being judged, 
and helps to grow courage and confidence. This 
value shaped me a lot. I will try to maintain this 
quality for rest of my life. 
 

➢ Cleanliness: One of the best practices, I have learnt 
in my childhood. 'Cleanliness is next to godliness'- is 
a common phrase. It is the main indicator of a 
civilized life. Keeping my dress, bed, room clean, I 



have gradually started practicing the cleanliness. By 
doing so, later I gave focus in my surroundings. 
There are lots of garbage in our area. I have started 
an initiative by forming a small group of our friends of 
collecting garbage in our locality. We separate 
recyclable and non-recyclables garbage and hand 
over to the local authority. By this movement, seniors 
are now also coming forward and helping us in many 
ways. Cleanliness is not only being neat yourself but 
also keep your surroundings clean and dwellable. 

 
➢ Work in group: I have learnt group work by the 

cleaning movement I have mentioned in my previous 
point. Group has a profound impact in our thoughts, 
feelings and actions. There is a renowned phrase - 
'Unity is strength.' We have learnt so many things 
during group work. This group work helps me as well 
as our group members gain so many information 
which gave me a social identity and I achieved my 
goals that might elude me if I work alone. It enhanced 
my idea on that particular topic by discussing with 
others. It is the most important value in my life that 
shaped me. 
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TOPIC : Values  which shape me 

• INDEPENDENT  THINKING: 

Independent  thanking  is one of the 

great & effective  value  ,which helps 

me to grow up in future. It helps me , 

to make a thought  which , I can used 

in my education field . It makes a man 

properly . It also helps to progress our 

own work profilie.If a person haven’t  

his own thinking they couldn’t  grow 

up his own goal .  



So , I think it helps me to take a 

proper guidance  to fulfill  my goal. 

• Communication  skill :  

Communication  skill is  a value  

which helps me to learn  many 

languages which takes a part to fulfill 

my goal . To talk anyo ne it helps 

much more . It also helps to grow up 

our manner . which  also a essential  

aspect in our behavior.  Now a day we 

saw , it helps a student very 

prominently .  

• Obedience  : 

Obedience  is a value  which , 

as much  as important other  

values. 



We should  always  obey our 

elders and parents  also 

teachers.  If anyone  not to 

follow  this,  They never 

make a perfect  behavior.   

Obedience helps  to make a 

surroundings,  which  very 

effective to learn any thig for 

our ambition.  Although,  it’s 

a essential  norms.  

• Conclusion  :  

There are many values , every 

values  are important to 



make our life better than 

others.  

But among  them the three 

values  , which I described, 

they are much effective to 

shape my life.  

Those , Values  are very 

appropriate to make a 

consistency  in my studies . 
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Values are generally considered as a economic expression that denotes the price of something in any market 

at current time. It changes time to time, places to places. But in human life there are certain values which 

do not change over time, rather eternal. Those values shape a person, represent his/her past and determine 

the future also. Values represent the background of a person or which society he/she belongs to. As well as 

values determine the importance of a person in every society or even in family too. 

Like many others I also hold some values, which shapes my character i.e. what I am today and also they 

shape the future path of my life to achieve the highest goal. In the following section I have discussed about 

the values which I consider as most important in my life. 

 

Fearlessness: Fear is the something that opposes growth. Fear creates all inhibitions. And every fear is 

essentially a fear of death. If we can somehow overcome this fear of death, all other fears fade away 

automatically. 

In my life I consider fearlessness as one of the topmost values. I try to think and analyze the every cause of 

fear logically then think to overcome it with the least possible effort. This practice is somehow helpful to 

override the fear of failure in my life. Fearlessness gives me confidence. I think fearlessness of death also 

help me to be awaken in spiritual way to do self realization. And the self realization of myself as a soul in 

the entire cosmos like many others is the one and only ultimate goal of human life. 

 

Appreciation of nature: Nature has its own means of balance. There are five basic components in nature 

- earth, water, fire, air and space. And these all five components are present in every living and non living 

object in nature. Hundreds of millions of species, all are from those five basic components, will be enriching 

the natural reservoir after their death - this signifies the great cycle mother nature. We can't even imagine 

how many individual values nature teach us everyday. We can just observe and imitate them in our life. As 

a human being we are not different from those millions of species, but the aesthetic sense in us that is lacked 

in most of the species of mother nature makes us a true human.  

That's why appreciation of nature with aesthetic sense seems to be one of the most important value for me. 

 

Patriotism: The love for motherland is considered as one the topmost values for me. For me being an 

Indian is not a citizenship of a piece of land. It is my identity which I have owned luckily by birth. The land 

of oldest civilization which showed the light of wisdom to the entire world, land of dharma which teaches 

everyone the greatest virtues of human life, land of thousands of living species which are endemic to India, 

a place where innumerable number of ethnic classes coexist with each other but still they identify 

themselves as descendants of one ancient civilization - that is India. 

Feeling something for India, identify myself to be part of Indian society is probably the most important 

value in my life. Whatever I do in my life it would be for the betterment of my country and the countrymen. 

All success and achievement in my life would be considered an extra feather in the crown of my country. 

And needless to say such way of thinking about the nation and patriotism shapes the future way of my life. 
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   SEC Mid Semester Assignment: 

 

        

  

  Topic: Values which shape me. 

  

 

 Three values which have shaped me to            

what I am today and will continue to       

shape me towards the goal of my life. 

 

 

 



 

 

        Positive thoughts & Being hopeful 

Positive thought & Being hopeful-Positive thinking, or an 

optimistic attitude, is the practice of focusing on the good 

in any given situation. 

 

The time was before my admission of this college.My mother was suffering from a fever from 

more than 1.5 months. Two doctors have already told that they can not handle the case and told 

to go any medicine specialist. Beside this I did not get any reputed college for admission. So on 

that time the situation was very much critical for me and also crucial for my family. But. On that 

time I always thought that one day all the situation will be in rhythm, And we will definitely over 

come those situations. At last I became selected for this college and My mother became cured. 

So, from this incident I realize that ,we should always being hopeful and filled with positive 

thoughts.  

 

 



                                                 Give respect-                     

Give respect-Respect is a virtue, a habit which is central to human happiness. The core 

meaning of the word “respect” is to give something or someone particular attention and 

consideration. To respect someone means you recognize that he or she is important and deserves 

to be treated well. 

 

 

I have 14 years education life till now. And I have read from three (3) different institutions 

before coming this institution (Ramakrishna mission Vivekananda Centenary College). From 

those three different institutions, I never got so much guidance, friendship, disciplines and love. 

From this institution I gate all of this or it is better to say that our department H.O.D Maharaj is 

not only my teacher but also he is like my guardian. I gate continually inspiration from him. He 

help me to strive for goals. I found guidance, friendship, disciplines and love everything in one 

person, And that person is none other than our department H.O.D Maharaj. I think respect come 

from the core of the heart. But in few condition we have to show respect. But in my life after my 

parents, only few person whom I respect from my core of my heart. Our H.O.D Maharaj is one 

of them. Before coming this institution, I think that there aren’t any institution, from where I 

gather lots of good moment. This institution give me a home like feeling. So for this institution 

respect come automatically. 

 



 

 

                              Truthfulness & Honesty    

Truthfulness & Honesty-Honesty promotes openness, empowers and enables us 

to develop consistency in how we present the truth. Without honesty there is an absence of trust. 

If we are seen as being honest, others sense that we have integrity and are truthful, fair, 

trustworthy and sincere. 

 

The time was then, when I studied at my 10th standard and also the time of swaraswati puja. We, 

the students of 10th standard was handling that Puja. And I and some of my friends were leader 

of that team. One of our teacher given us some money for buying some important ingredient 

regarding the puja. When we had completed our marketing, some money were till remain. So, 

some of my friends advised me to keep that money for our use. But I don’t support them. I came 

back to school and returned his remaining money. Then sir appreciate me for my honesty and 

truthfulness and give that money to me and told to buy some food for all of us. 
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Small coverings on 

VALUES THAT SHAPE ME 
Udit Bhattacharya ( Botany Dept., Roll – 404 ) 

In this Durga Puja, I distributed foods to 35+ Street Dogs, masks and foods to 20+ financially 

poor people, and also gifted some books and dry foods to Ramakrishna Anath Ashram, situated 

in Barrackpore ( from all the monetary gifts that I received in Puja ). 

 

Giver Attitude 

From childhood, my parents never inculcated any jealousy in me or build comparison between 

children of my relatives. With this home culture, I grew up as a giver who is passionate in 

sharing - 

• Happiness, Positivity, and a relaxing vibe with everyone; & 

• Values to their lives 

As the popular quote by Sandeep Maheshwari sir goes - 

“When you have more than what you need, simply share it with them who need it the 

most.” 
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Some of the values which I can recall at the very moment, are tabulated in the following table :- 

FEW VALUES APPLICATION Level ( My Rating ) 

Responsibility Learning various skills, 

planning my future and 

earning modules 

Beginner 

Down To Earth I believe in Equality of 

people. Have kind gestures 

to everyone irrespective of 

their occupation.  

Intermediate 

Patience I am practicing patience 

everyday with new habits. I 

am patient while listening to 

every teacher while learning 

and people out there who 

shares their problems with 

me. 

Intermediate 

Gratitude I thank everyone even if 

they show the smallest 

gesture of help /kindness. I 

build this habit over last 

year after realising the 

importance of appreciation 

of good works. 

Intermediate 

Forgiveness Though it’s easy to forgive 

others but forgiving 

yourself is a challenging 

task. I try to forgive myself 

( However have not 

mastered this yet ) and learn 

from my mistake to grow 

and evolve in life. 

Beginner 

Honesty I am honest with my work. 

However at some point, I 

may seemed to be 

dishonest, but I try to better 

myself everyday. I am 

growing.  

Intermediate 
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Conclusion 

 

In the life full of adventures and undiscovered avenues, we shall always have respect for 

everyone and keep learning from them. There is so much to know that even if the 

circumference of the Earth is made a paper, it could not hold the sum total of everything we are 

yet to know. 

 

Hence, respect everyone. Learn from them. Inculcate values in yourself. Eliminate beliefs and 

conquer your fear. See things as it is. Be curious and you will find solution to any of the 

problems you might be facing. 

 

Through this SEC – Value Education class, I learnt a lot about various virtues and core values 

that must be present in myself, and also got enlightened about the History of my motherland, 

and how much rich our ethics are. 

 

The values I inculcate will surely help me to shape myself, grow, evolve and be a better human 

being with time. Let it be so ! 



Name- ALOKE KUMAR KUNDU 

Dept.-z00LOGY , Pt 

Keg No - AoI-12-Q15-013-R020 

date 10-12-2021 
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Three values that have shaped me are honesty, fearlesness, and hard work. I believe these are
the pillars that shape a man’s life and lead him to a feat of success.

Honesty: towards the work we perform and our purpose in this world should be served. Every
individual has a purpose in this world and through the course of life he or she needs to serve
these purposes and the first thing they need is honesty. Be honest to yourself be honest to your
work in spite of the success you achieve cause it’s this practice that will make u sustainable on
this earth.

Fearlessness: Fear is something that opposes growth. Fear creates all inhibitions. And every
fear is essentially a fear of death. If we can somehow overcome this fear of death, all other fears
fade away automatically.
In my life I consider fearlessness as one of the topmost values. I try to think and analyze the
every cause of fear logically then think to overcome it with the least possible effort. This practice
is somehow helpful to override the fear of failure in my life. Fearlessness gives me confidence. I
think fearlessness of death also help me to be awakened in spiritual way to do self realization.
And the self realization of myself as a soul in the entire cosmos like many others is the one and
only ultimate goal of human life.

Hard work: If we work hard we can attain the impossible. Cause it’s the dedication that defines
our urge. So working hard needs at first to be honest then fearless. Then only we can work hard
which will gradually lead us to our goal.
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Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda Centenary College, Rahara Kolkata - 700118 

Skill Enhancement Course : Value Education & Indian 

Culture 

Semester – III : Mid Semester Examination Project 

 

Values Which Helped Me Shape Who I Am Today and Will Help Me Reach My 

Ultimate Goal in My Life in Future 

 

Name : Koushik Mitra 

Department : Zoology 

B.Sc. (Hons.) Semester – III 

College Roll Number : 504 

 

What are Values? : 

 

Value is commonly regarded as an economic conception. An object is said to have 

value, if it satisfies a human want or desire. All things that satisfy human 

desires are good or have value. Food is good; it has value because it satisfies 

hunger. Shelter is good because it saves us from inclement weather and wild 

animals. But this definition does not go deep enough. It is generally recognized 

that there is relation between the satisfaction of desire and the preservation & 

furtherance of life. Value in this sense is essentially survival value. It is 

adjustment to the environment. But such a conception of value is still inadequate 

in complex human civilization. Men's wants today are much more complex and 

numerous and goal of life is much more comprehensive. Man is not a mere animal 

or a bundle of desires. Man is not only a body-mind complex but a person, a Self; 

a spirit. So, what satisfies his personality or contributes to his self-realization 

is ultimately valuable to him. His wants and desires must be valued themselves in 

terms of their relation to his fulfilment in self-realization. Man must go beyond 

organic method of satisfaction of desire to reach the concept of what is 

intrinsically valuable. There are absolute or intrinsic values cherished by all 

persons beyond all differences due to time and place. 



 

Values Which Helped Me Shape Who I Am Today and Will Help Me Reach My 

Ultimate Goal in My Life in Future :  

 

1. Unconditional Love and Kindness :  

In most cases, if you love someone, they will love you back. This, however, is not 

the real meaning of love. Love should be unconditional. With more love in the 

world, kindness will follow and replace cruelty. I have learned that spreading 

love—not hate—will bring us happiness and success in our adulthood. 

 

2. Honesty : 

I think that dishonesty and cheating are wrong and will get us nowhere in the 

future. As a student, I think that one is only hurting oneself by cheating. 

Dishonesty, even if effective in the short term (e.g., cheating on a test), will 

eventually catch up to a person and end with negative consequences in the long 

term (e.g., being unable to pass an entrance examination due to having cheated 

on tests in related subject matter). 

 

3. Hard Work : 

When I was young, I learned that success was 1 percent inspiration and 99 

percent perspiration. Nowadays, many of us want to cheat and cut corners in our 

studies because we are lazy and don't place any value on hard work. This 

thinking must change. Those who are truly successful know that the work they 

put into something largely determines what they get out of it. If all of us can 

learn to see hard work as an opportunity rather than an obstacle, we will be far 

happier working toward our goals as adults. 

 

4. Respect for Others : 

Unfortunately, in our highly competitive, dog-eat-dog society, many people tread 

on others to get ahead in life. Respect for others should include respecting 

different religions, races, sexes, ideas, and lifestyles. When we lift those 



around us instead of putting them down, we all have a better experience. I have 

learned that my successes will not be built on others' failures. 

 

5. Cooperation : 

To achieve a common goal, all people must work together. If this is not done, a 

few people may profit, but everyone else will suffer. I still believe in the motto, 

"united we stand and divided we fall." Healthy competition can help people to 

innovate, but to be truly successful as a society, we must cooperate first and 

foremost. 

 

6. Compassion : 

Compassion is defined as being sensitive to the needs of other people. If there 

were more compassion in the world, there would be far less hunger, conflict, 

homelessness, and unhappiness. If all of us were better educated in empathy, 

each new generation would have a greater chance of remedying the ills of 

society. 

 

7. Forgiveness :  

I have learned to forgive my enemies and the people who hurt me or try to hurt 

me. In my experience, this idea rings true regardless of one's faith or lack 

thereof. In most cases, anger is caused by an unwillingness to forgive. There 

would be less violence and fighting if we all could learn this moral virtue. 

 

So, these were some of the values which helped me shape who I am today and 

will help me reach my ultimate goal in my life in future. 
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Values Which Shape Me 
 

1/ Self-confidence : 

Standing on the 21st century, we’re always in the atmosphere of 

competitiveness. So one always thrive for little confidence to 

battle in modern day world. The person who inspire me is Indian 

Cricket Team’s captain VIRAT KOHLI. Through his playing in tough 

situations, he always sends the message to have little faith and 

little confidence on oneself and fight to overcome the negative 

situation. He himself as a captain took India to no.1 spot in 

international test ranking. The team under his captaincy played 

the international teams without any fear and full of confidence. 

After a great loss against England in 2014, he readily bounced 

back and played his best against next series in Australia with 

confidence scoring tons of runs. From him I learn that even 

though the situation can’t go the way I want, I should gather up 

my confidence and believe in myself to overcome the adversaries 

on the way of my life. I also encourage my brothers and other 

family members to do the same. 

2/ Self-resolution and determination: 

One of my favourite line 

“Determination starts where motivation ends“ 

To achieve one’s goal, to swim with your passion, one must have 

strong determination. Even if the road to destination of one’s 

choice may change or have walls, the urge to meet the end point 



must not be wavered. Here comes my most admirable 

sportsperson, American basketballer, STEPHEN CURRY. His 

physics is below par the average physics required to play in NBA at 

highest level. Even though he has immense talent in shooting, 

many teams just neglected him due to subpar physics. He faces 

harsh physical tackles and very much injury-prone. But his 

resolution to become the best player never waver, never change 

for a little bit. Within a couple of years he made a comeback and 

announce the whole world to worship him. He won 3 

championship rings while reaching the 5 consecutive finals. He 

literally revolutionize the whole modern NBA and break and make 

many records. He is currently leader of Highest 3-point made. A 

true inspirational story. What I learn from him is if one set one’s 

goal and if one give everything within one’s power to thrive 

towards one’s goal, one can achieve one’s desired result. The path 

is treacherous but end result is rewarding and full of satisfaction. 

Many negative noises will heard but one must be determined 

towards the end point. That’s how I dream and set up goals and 

pour everything to achieve it.  

 

3/ Mental peace and mental strength : 

   Now, world is full of chaos, compiled with extra information 

which are mainly utter nonsense and little to benefit. So it is very 

hard for me to maintain my focus. Sometimes situation turns bad, 

sometimes I receive harsh behaviors which led to disturbing 

mental health it’s very hard to have a stable mind in this chaotic 

world. So here comes my third and most important aspect “A 

ROOM”, a room with four walls belong to my friend. I’m 



emphasizing this room because it is where I can speak up 

everything without getting judged. It’s an arbitrary attempt to 

point out a room in this topic but it really helps me lot to regain 

my composure in tough times. Going through daily caricatures my 

mind gets fed up. On the onset of internet blooming, use of social 

media gains tremendous speed. With it comes hate speech, 

provocative posts, click-baiting news, fake photos, law breaking 

crimes, privacy issues and many more. It is really tough for me to 

maintain a composure, a stable mind. As entertainment gets 

cheaper, risk of going wrong path or getting traumatized also 

increases. So to maintain and thrive and to lead a simple life, 

one’s mental health should be okay. There comes the role of the 

room. I can say anything without getting judged , all my pent-up 

frustration just get vomited out, all the mix-emotions gets straight 

up. Sometimes we discuss to find a solution. It just a room where 

you entered with complex, bickering mind and comes out with a 

stable mind and a happy smile. I feel it is really a necessity for 

everyone to have such places in their life so that they can just 

reset themselves when they reach the bottom of their self-

esteem. 

Kudos to all of these, I am who I am now.  
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IMPORTANCE OF MORAL VALUES 
 

Three values that have shaped my life to what I am today and will achieve my 

goals in future are as follows : 

1. HONESTY  

 
• honesty is one of the most important moral value that will help a 

person achieve goals in their lives.  

• Being honest shows the strength of a person who has the 

capability to handle the truth no matter how hard the situation is.  

• Honesty is not just about telling the truth, its about being real to 

yourself and about being authentic to others. To show other what 

you are actually capable of.  

•  Honesty also helps to promote and build human relations and 

trust between people, its creates openness. People which may be 

parents, co-workers, friends get to know you better.  

• The opposite of honesty is lying or deception. People who do not 

have the courage to face the truth take short-cuts by lying to 

people. But when a person starts lying, he can’t stop lying. In 

order to maintain his position, he has to keep doing it and will end 

up in a graver situation than he was at the initial stages. Most of 

the times if a person accepts his mistakes and stays honest, he will 

in long run get a chance to rectify his mistake and become 

successful in life.  

• Honesty also means that a person should be honest to himself. He 

has to work hard for his goals has can’t take the path of deception 

or short cuts. He has to be truthful in his gaol however difficult it 

might be and at the end of the day he will achieve what he has set 

out for.   

• Honesty has helped me throughout my school-life. Its has helped 

me understand my weaknesses and helped me choose my career 

path. Being honest with my parents and teachers has helped 

understand the mistakes I had made in the past and they have 

been able to help in rectifying those mistakes that has helped me 

perform better in future.  



2. FEARLESSNESS  

 

• Being fearless is another moral value that will help a person 

take decisions and achieve their goals in their life. 

• Fearlessness is more than just being confident its about 

knowing that a person is right. It is also not a form of 

showing strength, it is having the confidence to stand by 

your decision.  

• Any person being fearless will be able to make decisions 

based on his own intellect and should have the courage to 

speak the truth openly however harsh it maybe.  

• Being fearless also helps a person to become honest in life 

and the person develops the courage to accept his own 

mistakes. He will understand the reality of the situation he 

is in and therefore, will be able to take proper measures for 

his betterment. A person who fears the reality will stay in a 

state of denial. He will not be able to accept his situation 

and therefore, will not be able to take proper measures for 

his future.  

• Fear is like a psychological disease, the more the person 

nurtures it the more it will grow over time. A time will come 

when it will become irreversible, and the person will be 

virtually handicapped which might affect his career and his 

personal life.  

• Fearless doesn’t mean that a person will not ever fear 

anything, instead it actually refers to the fact that when an 

actual problem arrives the person will be able to think 

straight and will be able to use knowledge and experience 

to understand the satiation and take the measures to tackle 

the problem. 

• I have always been taught to be fearless and to deal with 

the situations logically. Being fearless gas helped to 

understand my problems in my own way. They have helped 

me to think logically and face my problem, even if the 

situation was bad. As I could be fearless I never ran away 

from my problems and therefore, I was able to take control 

of the situation before it got worse. 



3. NON VOILENCE 

 

• For me non violence is another important moral value that will not 

only help a person in career but is also important for him to lead a 

peaceful life. 

• Contrary to popular believe is not for the weak. It is for the people 

who have a strong heart and are able to take control of the 

situation. People who have a strong heart can truly understand 

the meaning of non violence. 

• Being non violent doesn’t mean being oblivious to the wrongs 

happening in the surrounding but it is understanding the fact that 

violence can’t solve problems.  

• Violence is a easy way to express grief and feelings, and it shows 

as a way that might be able to make the trouble or tough 

situations go away. But in reality violence only makes a situation 

worse. Its increases the anger among people and problem that 

could have been solved through discussion takes worse turns that 

it is supposed to.    

• Being non-violent is having the self control and judgement to 

understand the consequences of his actions and acting upon the 

best of his own judgement.  

• Being non-violent has helped me school. Although I had my share 

of problems with people, I never got into a fight, so actually don’t 

have people who will hate me and I have nothing negative in my 

records that can affect my career or my life. Being violent even for 

a moment can destroy his and even others life. So, people should 

follow this and be strictly non-violent.   
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TOPIC: Values Which Shape Me 

 

Honesty:  

Honesty is a superior example of moral character that connotes positive attributes such as integrity, 

truthfulness and straightforwardness. My parents have always been the persons who show me the 

correct way through their words and actions. They have taught me how important honesty is in 

terms of handling difficult situations in life. Now a days we can see numerous occasions where 

dishonesty and corruption take the front seat to manipulate the system. Under such circumstances, 

honesty is a very necessary moral value that fills us with positive energy. 

In my case, I have noticed that honesty has helped me to be a disciplined and fair person. An honest 

person always stands for the truth and doesn’t appreciate partiality. I can feel that being honest may 

not get me a lot of friends but always get me the right ones. Honesty is the first chapter in the book 

of wisdom and it’ll lead me to the ultimate goal that I want to achieve in future. Honest people trust 

themselves. No one should ever underestimate this life-changing power of the ability to trust 

themselves. Therefore, it’s very obvious to me that I’ll rather be honest than impressive in my life.  

Self-control: 

Self-control is a very necessary ability of human being to regulate one’s emotions, thoughts and 

behavior in front of temptations and impulses. In our daily life we have so many luxurious and 

impressive options which might make us ignoring our ambition. A person who has this special ability 

doesn’t get distracted easily. In my life I always give importance to stay focused and exclude the 

unnecessary elements. For that purpose, an attribute like self-control takes the major part. Self-

control enables me to manage my time and resources better.  

In a nutshell, a person with self-control enjoys the good things of life in moderation. I’ve started 

living my life without wanting too much since I know what I have is enough. Self-control gives me the 

gumption to stick with difficult task and it will help me to overcome obstacles and discomfort in 

future. I’ve seen that people with high level of self-control are more thoughtful in their decisions and 

productive with their work. So I shall always keep this good value within myself which will 

strengthen me to achieve my goal. 

Empathy: 

Empathy, for me, is the capacity to understand other people’s emotion and sense what he or she is 

experiencing. In other words, empathy is simply the ability to place yourself in another’s position. 

Empathy helps people to build social connection to others. By understanding what people are 

thinking, one can be able to respond appropriately in social situations. 

In my life, being empathetic helps me to feel for the people of every class of our society. I can sense 

their thoughts, necessities and actions which ultimately builds me as a better individual. Empathy 

strengthens skills like politeness and self-analysis in my case. When you walk a mile in another’s 

shoes, you get to know how difficult the way towards success could be for anyone. Seeing this, one 

becomes disciplined and prioritizes simplicity in life. Empathy also promotes the urge to show 



helpful behavior. I believe that this quality will make me feel fully alive, fully present as I meet others 

with understanding and politeness.  
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